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Abstract

ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) transporters are trans-membrane proteins that exist in all phyla. Mutations in this family of proteins can cause inherited diseases like Cystic Fibrosis. ABC transporters consist of dimers of nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) and transmembrane domains (TMDs). NBDs regulate ABC transporters by binding to and hydrolyzing ATP. Although NBD-ATP interactions, NBD-TMD interactions and NBD-water interactions are known to be crucial to the function of these proteins, it is still not clear what structural and energetic factors are involved in the NBD-NTP interactions, how NBD and TMD interact with each other, how water is involved in the functions of ABC transporters and what are the structures and energetics of protein bound water. Molecular modeling and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were conducted to interpret and predict the structural and energetic factors in control and action of two ABC
transporters, CvaB and SUR2B. Water is essential for ABC transporters to carry out their functions, to increase the accuracy of simulations. Therefore, water potentials in molecular modeling and dynamics simulations were improved based on the calculation of water structures from protein surface.

Previous study showed the NBDs of ABC transporter CvaB bind tighter to GTP than to ATP at lower temperature but not at high temperature. The MD simulations in this study suggested the velocity of water molecules initiates the temperature dependent functional change of proteins. Previous study found that Ser1387 in the NBD of SUR2B, an ABC transporter in vascular smooth muscles, is critical to Kir6.1/SUR2B channel. The molecular modeling and dynamics simulation conducted on SUR2B showed that Ser1387 is located at a region that contacts a TMD. Upon the phosphorylation, the interaction between the NBD and TMD was enhanced which led to an inter domain movement.

Water is essential for ABC transporters to carry out their functions, to increase the accuracy of simulations, and, therefore, the structures and energetics of protein bound water were studied. The water radial distribution function for protein bound water was calculated from 105 atomic resolution protein crystal structures and was found to be sharper than that observed for bulk water.
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1. Introductions
This dissertation research used two ABC transporters CvaB and SUR2B as examples, made models and ran molecular dynamics simulations on them to study the protein inter domain interactions, protein-ligand interactions, and how water and temperature factors are involved in these interactions. In addition, to increase the accuracy of simulations, water potentials in molecular modeling and dynamics simulation were improved based on the calculation of water structures from protein surface. Therefore, this introduction includes three parts: ABC transporters, molecular dynamics and water structures on protein surface.

1. ABC transporters

The ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) transporter is an important protein superfamily and widely exists in all phyla. More than 80 ABC transporters in *E. coli* (1) and 48 in humans (2) have been identified. Transporters are involved in many cellular processes including nutrient uptake, antigen processing, bacterial immunity, cell division, cholesterol and lipid trafficking, and osmotic homoeostasis (3). They export toxins, proteases, antibiotics, ions and so on, and import nutrients such as histidine, maltose, ribose, oligopeptide, vitamin B12, and ions (4). The mutation of transporter proteins will cause cell functional change or disability. 14 transporters are found related to human disease due to mutation, such as *CFTR* which causes Cystic Fibrosis characterized by defective exocrine activity of lung, pancreas, sweat ducts and intestine (5,6), *TAP1* which causes inherited immunodeficiency (7), and *MDRI* which is overexpressed in tumor cells and shows resistance to multiple drugs (8). Understanding the mechanism of this superfamily will definitely help in developing therapy to improve our health.
1.1 The ABC transporter core structure and mechanism for transportation

ABC transporters are cross-membrane proteins, as reviewed(3). The members of ABC superfamily vary widely in their components, but share a conserved core structure of two nucleotide domains (NBDs) and two transmembrane domains (TMDs) (figure 1-1a). The NBD dimer binds to nucleotides and has ATPase activity which provides energy for the transportation. The NBD amino acid sequence is more conserved indicating the functions it carries out are common in all the ABC family. The TMDs form the channel for transporting the allocrites (the transported substrates). The TMD is less conserved among ABC family than the NBD because of the chemical diversity of allocrites. Transportation needs the cooperation between domains, the inter domain communications in an ABC transporter are mediated by inter domain/NTP/allocrite interactions. For example, the dimerization of ABC transporter is pre-required for NTP hydrolysis (9), NBD-NTP interactions are essential for dimerization (9), NBD-TMD interaction is the communication route between the two domains (10,11) which transfers the hydrolysis energy from NBDs to TMDs for transportation and passes the signals of TMD-allocrites binding to NBDs to trigger NTP hydrolysis.
Figure 1-1 the structure of ABC transporter.

a) The core structure of ABC transporter (SAV1866) (12). Two NBDs are on the top (cyan and pink) with ADP bound (CPK, ball). The two TMDs are at the bottom (green and red). b) The nucleotide binding site (HlyB) (13) showing ATP (CPK, stick), Walker A (orange), Walker B (yellow), signature motif (blue), the corresponding double mutation site of CvaB (red) and water molecules (red dot). c) The NBD-TMD interaction region (SAV1866) showing NBDs (cyan and pink), TMDs (green and red) and water molecules (red dot).

1.2 Nucleotide binding site

Based on a several dimer crystal structures of ABC transporters such as HlyB (13), HisP (14), MJ0796 (15), MalK (16,17), GlcV (18) and SAV1866(12), the nucleotide binding site is at the junction of the two NBD subunits. The two binding sites are only formed when the protein is in a dimerized state. Each binding site is composed
of the highly conserved sequences Walker A, Walker B in one subunit and signature motif in the other subunit. The Walker A and B sites interact with the oxygen atoms of the β- and γ-phosphates of NTP and orientate the nucleotide phosphates in the binding site (19). The amino acid residues from the ABC Signature motif are also involved in the binding of nucleotide as shown in the dimer structures of ABC transporters (15,16,20,21) (figure 1-1b). Some single residues, such as Q-loop (22-24), D-loop (20,24-26) and H-loop (27-29) either directly interact with nucleotide or are mediated by a nucleotide-binding cofactor magnesium (Mg²⁺) (30). The bound magnesium also mediates the interactions between the oxygen atoms from β - and γ-phosphates of the NTP and from residues of the Walker A and B sites (18). It neutralizes the negative charges of phosphates, stabilizes dimer structure by enhancing NBD-NTP interactions (9), and directly participates the nucleotide hydrolysis (19). The magnesium along with Walker A, Walker B, signature motif and the other conserved single residues in the substrate binding site, such as Q-loop (22-24), D-loop (20,24-26), and H-loop (27-29) are important to the functions of ABC transporters, removal of magnesium or mutations in those regions breaks down ATPase activity resulting in the loss of transport function (27-29,31).

1.3 NBD-nucleotide interaction and dimerization

Nucleotide interacts with Walker A, Walker B, on one subunit and signature motif and on the other subunit and facilitates the two subunits to form a dimer. For example, dimer will not be detected except in the presence of ATP in case of CvaB(NBD) (9) and HlyB(NBD) (29). Rad50 (20) forms monomer crystal structure without ATP and dimer with bound ATP. Furthermore, the tighter binding affinity between nucleotide and dimer, the more dimers are formed. For example, GTP possesses an additional amino group at
the 2\textsuperscript{nd} carbon of guanine relative to ATP. UV cross-linking (9) between nucleotides and CvaB(NBD) dimer shows more intense band from bound GTP than ATP under the same condition. The model of CvaB(NBD) dimer structure indicates the additional amino group forms hydrogen bond with Y\textsuperscript{501}DSQ (9). The scanning data from Western blot (32) reveals that the oligomers of the CvaB(NBD) can be induced to dimerize by both GTP-Mg\textsuperscript{2+} and GDP-Mg\textsuperscript{2+}, but GTP-Mg\textsuperscript{2+} is faster than GDP-Mg\textsuperscript{2+}. The modeled structure of CvaB(NBD) (9) predicts the \(\gamma\)-phosphorate group in GTP forms additional interactions with residues in Walker A and Walker B regions. This evidence suggests that dimerization and NTP binding are intrinsically linked.

1.4 The conformations of ABC transporters

In the ABC transportation cycle, ABC transporters shift between different states which are indicated by different conformations from several crystal structures of dimers (12,14,15,17,33). For example, in SAV1866 (12) and AcrB (33), two exporters from bacteria, the transportation cycle includes two important states: an inward-facing conformation with the allocrite binding site accessible from the cell interior, and an outward-facing conformation with an extrusion pocket for allocrite exposed to the external medium. Changes between states or conformations are mediated by NBD-NBD and NBD-TMD interactions upon NTP binding/release, hydrolysis, phosphorylation and allocrite binding/release (figure 1-2).
Figure 1-2 The conformations of ABC transporter

The resting state and transition state correspond to an inward conformation and an outward conformation respectively (figure is taken from Oldham et al (34))

1.5 Water and ABC transporters

Water is important in diffusion, solubility, and aggregation of protein and mediates protein-protein, protein-ligand interactions. Water molecules even directly participate in enzyme hydrolysis of substrates. In the case of ABC transporters, a single mutation can even change the solubility dramatically in HlyB (35) indicating water-protein interaction is important to keep protein in solution. In crystal structures, water molecules are found located between NBD and NBD (21), NBD and nucleotide (21) (figure 1-1b), NBD and TMD (12) (figure 1-1c), and fill in the empty space of allocrite binding pocket (3) suggesting that water molecules mediate interactions between them. The water molecules between Q-loop, bound magnesium and the oxygen of γ-phosphate even directly participate in the chemical reaction of NTP hydrolysis, providing energy for
transportation (36). Therefore, water molecules are highly involved in the critical functions of ABC transporters.

1.6 The introduction to CvaB

CvaB is an ABC transporter located on the cytoplasmic membrane of *E. coli* and plays pivotal roles in the export of antibacterial toxin colicin V (37). Colicin V (ColV), produced by *Enterobacteriaceae*, kills sensitive target cells by disrupting their cell membrane potential (38). ColV is secreted by a dedicated type I exporter system across both the cytoplasmic and outer membranes directly into the environment outside the cells. At least three protein components participate in the ColV export system: two plasmid-borne proteins CvaA and CvaB in the cytoplasmic membrane and a host chromosomal gene product TolC in the outer membrane (37,39).

Like the other members in this family, such as the α-hemolysin exporter HlyB (13), the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (40), and the multidrug resistance P-glycoprotein (41), CvaB consists of dimerized transmembrane domains (TMDs) and dimerized nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) (9). The TMDs form the channel for colicin V secretion. The NBDs have ATPase activity which provides energy for the transportation. The sequence of NBD is much conserved in ABC transporters. Regions specific to this super family are also found in this protein such as Walker A, Walker B, Q-loop, D-loop, H-loop and signature motif. Thus, a study of the NBD domain of CvaB will help to understand the functions of this domain in the other family members.

Recently, UV cross-linking was conducted on the binding affinity between nucleotide and NBD domain of CvaB and its homolog HlyB (13) by Guo et al (9). They
found wild type CvaB(NBD) prefers binding of GTP over ATP at low temperature (273K) but not at high temperature (310K). As a control, HlyB(NBD) does not prefer GTP binding at both temperatures, indicating that the nucleotide binding of CvaB(NBD) is temperature sensitive. Further more, Guo et al found that the double mutation S503A/Q504L of CvaB(NBD) can eliminate this property, and acts like HlyB(NBD) (figure 1-1). The double mutation site is located in a loop region Y$_{501}$DSQ in CvaB(NBD) and the aromatic base of Y$_{501}$ has a π-π stack interaction with the purine base of ATP in model. Even though Guo et al found that the double mutation site is close to the amino group at the 2$_{nd}$ carbon of guanine in GTP and may have effect on the protein-GTP binding, it is known how this effect changes with temperature.

![Figure 1-3](image)

**Figure 1-3 Temperature sensitivity of the binding affinity**

Temperature sensitivity of the binding affinity for ATP (○) and GTP (■). X-axis and Y-axis show temperature and binding affinity respectively. (Figure is taken from Guo et al 2006 (9)).

Vitkup et al (42) found that the fluctuations of the solvent atoms (mostly water), rather than protein atoms, mostly respond to temperature changes. Later on, Chen et al found that the water-protein interactions actually change the structures of proteins (43). Therefore, “the temperature of the solvent and thus its mobility is the dominant factor in determining the functionally important protein fluctuations”, as stated by Martin Karplus.
and J. Andrew McCammon (44). Then the question pops up: how do the velocities of water molecules trigger the temperature dependent functional changes of CvaB? The functional difference between wild type CvaB and the double mutant shows that the local effect of Y501DSQ is critical to the temperature dependence of CvaB, and therefore provides a good example to study temperature effects on protein by only focusing on limited structural and energetic factors at a local region. This study will run MD simulation on CvaB(NBD) at 273K and 310K to answer the above question.

1.7 The introduction to SUR2B

SUR2B is a regulatory sulfonylurea receptor and a component of Kir6.1/SUR2B channel, the major isoform of vascular ATP-sensitive K⁺ channels in vascular smooth muscles (45-48). ATP-sensitive K⁺ (KATP) channels play an important role in vascular tone regulation (49-51). The KATP channels are expressed in vascular smooth muscles (VSMs) and activated by several vasodilating hormones and neurotransmitters through the Gs-cAMP-PKA signaling system (49,52,53). The channel activation leads to hyperpolarization of VSM cells, decrease in voltage-dependent Ca²⁺ channel activity and relaxation of resistant arteries (54).

The channel does not open spontaneously at rest. Several groups of channel openers activate the channel, including pharmacological KATP channel openers (KCOs, e.g., pinacidil and nicorandil) (55), metabolites (MgADP, acidosis) (56,57), and hormonal vasodilators and neurotransmitters (calcitonin gene-related peptide, epoxyeicosatrienoic acids, β-adrenergic receptor agonists and vasoactive intestinal peptide) (53,58-60). KCOs and Mg²⁺-nucleotides activate the KATP channels via binding to the SUR
subunits (55,61). The hormonal vasodilators activate the vascular KATP channel through direct phosphorylation of the channel protein by PKA (52,53).

**Figure 1-4 the structure of Kir6.1/SUR2B channel.**

The TMDs of kir6.1 form the core structure of the channel. The interactions between Kir6.1 and SUR2B are mediated by TMDs of SUR2B.

SUR2B is a heterodimer like other ABC transporters. It consists of a nucleotide binding domain (NBD) and transmembrane domain (TMD) named NBD1, NBD2, TMD1 and TMD2. In addition, SURs have another transmembrane domain containing 5 helical segments termed TMD0 (figure 1-3). Several lines of evidence suggest that TMDs of SUR2B play a major role in interacting with Kir6 subunits (62). Such interaction has been observed in recombinant Kir6.2/SUR1 channels using electronic microscopy (63). The NBD domains form four intracellular linking regions with TMD domains (ICL1-4).

Previous study showed that the phosphorylation of Ser1387 in NBD of SUR2B is critical for Kir6.1/SUR2B channel opening (53), indicating the phosphorylation causes interdomain interaction and movement. However, it was not known where the Ser1387 was in the 3-D structure of NBD and how the phosphorylation of Ser1387 causes interdomain interaction and movement. In this study, SUR2B model will be made based on a bacterial ABC transporter (SAV1866) (12) to predict the 3-D position and the
interactions of the Ser1387. Then molecular dynamics will be applied to SUR2B before and after the phosphorylation of Ser1387 to study the interdomain movement.

2. Molecular Dynamics

MD simulation is a computer simulation wherein atoms in protein molecules are allowed to interact with each other following the laws of mathematics, physics, and chemistry. Algorithms from computer science and information theory are employed to give a view of the motion of the atoms during a period of time. A macro system consists of a pool of particles such as molecules, atoms, and ions, which is difficult to analyze the properties of the individual components from such a complicated system. MD simulation simplifies this problem and mimics the behaviors of a limited number of molecules (usually only one protein molecule with some small molecules such as water and ions) by using numerical methods and provides a "virtual experiment". MD simulations can be run to make a prediction and provide guidance to a laboratory experiment and/or interpret the experimental results and establish a new theory.

2.1 Free energy surface

The free energy surface of a protein molecule (figure 1-4) can be considered as a multi-dimensional broad and ragged landscape with one global minimum and many local minima. The path from one minimum to another is hindered by energy barriers. Normally, the native structure of a protein in a dynamic state is considered to stay in its global minimum or sometimes jumps to several local minima, each associated with a particular conformation. The distribution of the protein native structure among the conformations is determined by the free energies of the global and local minima. The less
free energy a global or local minimum is, the more distribution of the native structure the conformation shares.

![Free energy surface in a three-dimensional space.](image)

**Figure 1-5 The free energy surface in a three-dimensional space.**

*D* and *F* represent a local minimum and a global minimum respectively, and *I*, amongst of the path from *D* to *F*, represents a transition state. Taken from Gruebele 2002 (64).

### 2.2 Force fields

An MD simulation with classical method requires the definition of a force field (also known as a potential function) which is a description of the potential energy surface. The potential energy surface is represented by potentials in the force field that define how the particles such as atoms, ions and small molecules will interact with each other in a system such as a protein in aqueous environment. A force field includes functional forms of potentials. For example, Lennard-Jones potential is used for calculating van der Waals interactions (65). Tersoff potential is used for a pair wise interaction effected by its neighborhood atoms (66). Coulomb's law is used to calculate a pair wise ionic interaction. In addition to the functional form of the potentials, a force field defines a set of parameters for each type of atom. For example, a force field would include distinct parameters for an oxygen atom in a carbonyl functional group, in a hydroxyl group or in a water molecule. The typical parameter set includes values for atomic mass, van der Waals radius, and partial charge for individual atoms, and
equilibrium values of bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles for pairs, triplets, and quadruplets of bonded atoms, and values corresponding to the effective spring constant for each potential. A force field is developed by empirical fitting from experimental data.

2.3 Energy minimization

An MD simulation of a protein starts from an initial structure such as a crystal, or NMR structure. Not all proteins have available crystal or NMR structures, such as CvaB and SUR2B, thus, a modeled initial structure must be built first based on a homologous protein with an available crystal or NMR structure and optimized by energy minimization.

Energy minimization or energy optimization is a common technique to calculate protein folding, normally, from a distorted structure. The basic idea is that a stable state of a protein molecule should correspond to a local or global minimum of the free energy surface (64). The energy minimization can be considered as a special type of MD which assumes a protein at very low temperature with kinetic energy close to zero and thus the free energy is very close to its potential energy. Then the mathematical procedure of optimization algorithms such as conjugate gradient or steepest descent is applied to the unfolded protein in such a way that atoms in the protein structure are moved to reduce the net forces or the gradients of potential energy to nearly zero, corresponding to a local or global minimum. This technical is also applied to the prediction of a protein structure from a homologous protein with a known crystal or NMR structure, known as homology modeling or comparative modeling. This kind of calculation generally starts from a raw structure by transferring the atom coordinates of a homologous protein to the target
protein after sequence alignment. Then energy minimization is applied to remove steric clashes and optimize the atomic geometry and internal energy of the raw structure.

Energy minimization has a drawback in the calculation of protein structure. In the landscape of the free energy surface of a protein, where a global minimum may exist along with many local minima, the native structure of the protein is considered to be in the global minimum like a crystal or NMR structure. However energy minimization only drives the free energy of protein structure downhill. If the free energy of the protein structure at the starting point is far from the global minimum, it may be trapped in a local minimum during energy minimization leading to incorrect structure prediction. This limitation affects the correctness of the homology model as well. Normally, homologous proteins share the similar primary, second, tertiary structures, and therefore the free energy surfaces that may have their global minimum close to each other. Thus one can predict a native protein structure by energy minimization based on a homologous template. The correctness of the predicted static structure is highly dependent on the similarity of the template. Because the less similar the two proteins are, the farther the global minima of the two proteins are, and the energy minimization will be more likely to be trapped into a local minimum that is far from the global minimum.

2.4 Molecular dynamics theories

Proteins are large molecules, so the MD simulations are computationally expensive. Many theories and algorithms are applied to MD simulations to speed up the calculations. In classical methods, the electrons and nucleus of an atom are treated separately based on Born-Oppenheimer approximation (67). The effect of the electrons of each atom is approximated as a single potential energy surface, usually representing the
ground state. The nucleus, much heavier than electrons and representing the weight of the atom, follows classical Newtonian dynamics. Thus, classical methods are widely used to study the molecular motion, vibration and thermodynamics of proteins.

The energy expression of classical methods can be written as an abstract form, consisting of the bonding and nonbonding potential energies, or as individual terms:

\[ V_{\text{total}} = \sum (V_{\text{bonding}} + V_{\text{nonbonding}}) \]

\[ V(\text{conformations}) = E_{\text{bonds}} + E_{\text{angles}} + E_{\text{torsion}} + E_{\text{vdw}} + E_{\text{electrostatic}} \]

There are also many algorithms applied to calculate MD trajectory. In case of Leap-frog, the position of an atom at time \( t + \Delta t \) is calculated from

\[ r(t + \Delta t) = r(t) + v\left(t + \frac{1}{2}\Delta t\right)\Delta t \]

The velocity of an atom is calculated from

\[ v\left(t + \frac{1}{2}\Delta t\right) = v\left(t - \frac{1}{2}\Delta t\right) + a(t)\Delta t \]

Where, \( a \) is the acceleration calculated from the energy expression based on Newton’s law.

2.5 Molecular dynamics and CvaB

Temperature is an important factor that affects the functions of proteins. Many protein-ligand systems have temperature dependent effects, either as a feature of the native protein or as the result of the temperature sensitive mutation. When temperature changes, the vibrations of atoms (bond stretching and angle bending) within a protein molecule change which can lead conformational changes and therefore promote chemical
reactions, hormone-receptor binding, and even trigger other complex processes such as signal transduction.

The study of temperature dependent functions of protein by MD simulation with classical methods is often restricted because many experimental data cannot be simulated. For example, temperature can change many properties of proteins such as polymer formation, aggregation, phase transition, radiation emission, light absorption, conformation of structure, molecular motion and even chemical reactions. In classical methods, radiation emission, light absorption and chemical reactions cannot be simulated. In addition, since MD simulation generally mimics a single protein molecule out of a pool of molecules in a macro system, polymer formation, aggregation and even phase transition cannot be simulated either.

Another restriction in the study of the temperature dependent function of protein is that a control system is often not available. Proteins are characterized by their primary, secondary and tertiary structures. Many studies relate the functional changes of protein to their structural changes originated by primary structure changes such as a mutation. Without a control system such as a point mutation, it is hard to focus on what structural factors are affected by temperature and how the structural factors relate to the functional changes of proteins.

The experiments done by Guo et al 2006 (9) identified a specific temperature dependent effect. The ABC transporter CvaB has a preference for GTP over ATP at low temperature but not at high temperature, and a double mutation at NTP binding site can remove this temperature dependent function. The significance of Guo et al’s research to this study is to provide a series of experimental data in which the property changes of
proteins can be simulated properly. Temperature can be taken as a parameter, and the
double mutation can be easily modeled by making a “virtual mutation”, UV cross-linking
bands can be treated as representing relative binding affinities which can be calculated as
external binding energies of ATP or GTP, and the double mutation can be taken as a
control system to focus on the structural factors causing the temperature sensitivity of
CvaB(NBD).

This study ran MD simulations with classical methods on CvaB(NBD) and its
mutants at different temperatures because conventional energy minimization calculations
or single temperature molecular dynamics cannot explain Guo’s experimental data, nor
can these calculations explain how point mutations alter this temperature dependence.
Two things were examined: 1) the consistency of the binding affinity of CvaB(NBD)-
NTP between experimental data and prediction to answer the question whether classical
MD simulations are accurate enough to study the temperature dependent function. Then
based on this agreement, 2) what energetic and structural factors cause wild type
CvaB(NBD) to bind GTP preferentially over ATP at low temperature.

2.6 Molecular dynamics and SUR2B

Previous study showed that the phosphorylation of Ser1387 in NBD of SUR2B is
critical for Kir6.1/SUR2B channel opening (52), indicating the phosphorylation causes
inter domain interaction and movement. However, the location of Ser1387 in the 3-D
structure of NBD and how the Ser1387 causes inter domain interaction and movement
upon phosphorylation were unknown.

Among ABC transporters whose crystal have been solved, Sav1866 (PDB entry
2HYD) (12), from the bacterium S. aureus, has the highest similarity with SUR2B with
31% identity in NBD and 21% in TMD. Thus, the location of the Ser1387 can be predicted by homology modeling. SUR2B presents presumably at least two state or conformations upon phosphorylation. The inter domain movement of SUR2B after phosphorylation is a conformational change wherein a multi-residue movement between NBDs and TMDs is accompanied by multi-bond breaking and forming. However, in the free energy surface landscape, the two conformations of SUR2B should have different global minimum with energy barriers between them. Thus if the SUR2B structures of the two conformations are built based on the single structure 2HYD, at least one of the energy minimizations has the danger of being trapped in a local minimum resulting in a reduced inter domain movement.

Unlike energy minimization resulting in a static structure, molecular dynamics movies a protein molecule through dynamic states where atoms in the protein are assigned with kinetic energy under a certain temperature. The assigned kinetic energy allows the protein to roam along the free energy surface and climb energy barriers between minima. The higher the temperature, the stronger the ability of the protein to climb the free energy barriers. Thus, even if the starting point of free energy is not the global minimum of the protein, the kinetic energy may bring protein cross the energy barriers to reach the global free energy minimum. In this dissertation, two SUR2B models will be made based on a bacterial ABC transporter (SAV1866) (12) before and after phosphorylation. Molecular dynamics will be run on the two modeled structures to study interdomain movement upon the phosphorylation of Ser1387.
3. Water structures

3.1 The general water structures

A water molecule is composed of an oxygen atom covalently bound to two hydrogen atoms forming a tiny V-shape with an angle of 109°. The complexity is that water molecules are polar and able to form hydrogen bonds with each other or the other ions and result in a complex network structure. For example, metal ions form complexes with water molecules (68), water molecules form four-water-molecule structures with the formation of bifurcated bonds (69) as well as two-water-molecule structures with one proton attached (H$_5^+$O$_2$) (70). They also form clusters such as ten-molecule tetrahedral clusters (71) and 280-Molecule expanded icosahedral water cluster consisting of 14-molecule tetrahedral units (72). In addition, these complex water structures are sensitive to temperature, gas pressure, ion concentration, pH value, and many other physical conditions.

3.2 The category of water

Water forms 70–95% of the mass of the cell and is essential to life. Many biological processes are driven by water-protein interactions (73,74). Water provides a platform for proteins to fold, solve, diffuse, hydrolyze, interact with the other molecules such as the bindings of enzymes to substrates and antibodies to antigens, and even the formation of micelles and bilayers. Generally, water around a protein molecule can be divided into three forms: 1) bulk water that surrounds the protein molecule without binding to it, 2) individually bound water that is directly bound to charged or polar atoms of protein by hydrogen bonds in cavities or inside of the protein, and 3) hydration water.
that is attached to protein surface by directly interacting with the charged or polar atoms of protein or indirectly through the other water molecules forming water networks around the protein surface. Hydration water keeps the protein molecules separated from each other in solution (75). The difference between hydration water and individually bound water is defined by the local structural geometry. Individually bound water is found in a specific binding site similar to how a ligand would be bound, and usually conserved among similar proteins, while hydration water is not bound in a specific manner. Individually bound water and hydration water are also known as protein bound water.

3.3 Water and molecular dynamics

In addition to the general water-protein interactions, in the case of ABC transporters, water molecules directly participate in ATP hydrolysis and mediate interactions between NBD-substrate (21), NBD-NBD (21), NBD-TMD (12) and TMD-allocrite (3). It is important to include water molecules in molecular dynamic simulations (MD) to study protein function. Therefore, the type of water potential and the representation of water structure are critical in computer modeling of proteins. The current water potentials in MD programs are based on some water models such as TIP3P (76), TIP4P, TIP5P (77) and SPC (78) that are calculated from bulk water. Applying these water potentials to hydration surface in MD simulation can cause disagreement with experimental data. For example, if TIP3P is used with the AMBER (79) or CHARMM (80) force fields, the calculated carbohydrate-water interactions on the surface of disaccharides are less structured than observed (81). This disagreement may be caused by two of the following: 1) hydration water and bulk water differ from each other; 2) the MD can only include a limited number of water molecules around the protein surface due
to the expense of calculation. This may cause bias. Since the force field in classical method is obtained by empirical fitting, in either case, an elaboration of re-parameterization of water potentials will increase the correctness of MD calculations. In this dissertation, the water radial distribution will be calculated from a number of protein crystal structures with bound water molecules and based on which water potentials will be improved.
Specific aims of this dissertation

This dissertation has three aims. Two of the aims are the implementations of molecular modeling and dynamics for interpreting experimental data and predicting the structures and functions, two ABC transporters. One of the aims is the improvement of hydration water potentials applied in molecular modeling and dynamics by the analysis of water structures on protein surface.

**SA1: Interpretation of the temperature sensitivity of ATP/GTP binding preferential of CvaB(NBD).**

Many protein-ligand systems have temperature dependence, either as a feature of the native protein or as the result of the temperature sensitive mutation. One example is the nucleotide binding domain of the ABC transporter CvaB, which has a preference for GTP over ATP at low temperature but not at high temperature, but a double mutation at nucleotide binding site can eliminate this temperature effect. This cannot be explained by conventional energy minimization calculations or single temperature molecular dynamics. To study the effects of temperature on the function of a protein, MD simulations will be run for wild type CvaB(NBD)-NTP and mutants (as controls) at low and high temperature, respectively, to interpret how the structural factors at nucleotide binding site affect the temperature dependent function of CvaB(NBD).

**SA2: Prediction of the structure and inter domain movement of SUR2B**

SUR2B is a regulatory sulfonylurea receptor and a component of Kir6.1/SUR2B channel, the major isoform of vascular ATP-sensitive K⁺ channels in vascular smooth muscles (45-47). Previous study showed that the phosphorylation of Ser1387 in NBD of SUR2B is critical for Kir6.1/SUR2B channel opening (52), indicating the
phosphorylation causes inter domain interaction and movement. To understand where the Ser1387 is in NBD and how the Ser1387 causes inter domain movement upon phosphorylation, molecular modeling and MD simulations will be made and run on SUR2B and its phosphorylated form to make predictions which will be verified by experiments afterward.

**SA3: Calculation of water structures on protein surface**

Water is important for a protein to diffuse, solve, folding and interact with other molecules, and it should be included in molecular modeling and dynamics. In classical methods, water potentials are set by empirical fitting. The experimental data of water structures on protein surface is useful to improve water potentials. To increase the accuracy of the simulations applied to proteins such as CvaB and SUR2B, water structures are calculated from 105 atomic resolution protein crystal structures.
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Abstract

While much progress has been made in understanding the physical basis of molecular recognition and this progress has translated into effective techniques for molecular and drug design, one area of protein-ligand interaction has remained stubbornly intractable. Many protein-ligand systems have temperature dependence, either as a feature of the native protein or as the result of the temperature sensitive mutation. One example system is the ABC transporter CvaB, which shows a preference for GTP over ATP at low temperature (273K) but not at high temperature (310K), and a double mutation at nucleotide binding site can eliminate this temperature dependent preference. Conventional energy minimization calculations or single temperature molecular dynamics cannot explain this. Nor can these calculations explain how point mutations alter this temperature dependence. In this paper, we showed that molecular dynamics performed at different temperatures and averaged over many independent trajectories can reproduce the temperature dependent preferences of not only the native enzyme, but also the mutant. The simulations implied that the velocities of water molecules and water-protein interactions play a pivotal role in temperature dependent functional changes. The mechanism discussed in this study may also be applied to the other temperature dependent functions of proteins.
1. Introduction

Temperature is an important factor in the functions of proteins. Studies show that some defective strains of bacteria or diseases of humans result from the gain or loss of temperature sensitivity of proteins (82-85). In a micro view, higher temperature increases the vibrations of atoms (bond stretching and angle bending) within a protein molecule resulting in flexibility and conformational changes (86-88). In a macro view, these micro changes can be detected as changes in chemical reactions such as hydrolysis of ATP (adenosine 5'-triphosphate) (9) and disulfide bond formation (89), protein folding (82,90,91), protein-protein interactions (85,92), protein-ligand binding (9,93), aggregation (94,95), radiation emission or absorption (96-98), and even crystallization (99). Martin Karplus and J. Andrew McCammon (44) propose that the temperature dependence of proteins originates from the velocity of solvent such as water molecules because the fluctuations of the solvent atoms rather than protein atoms mostly respond to temperature change (42), and the surface structure of a protein is sensitive to the velocity of surrounding water molecules (43). To understand why and how micro changes lead to macro changes, one needs to build a bridge between them by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with classical methods.

Though important, the study of temperature dependent functions of protein by MD simulation has remained stubbornly intractable because it is often restricted for several reasons. First, the available experimental data for simulation are limited. For example, temperature can change many properties of proteins such as polymer formation, aggregation, phase transition, radiation emission and absorption, conformation of structure, molecular motion and even chemical reaction. In classical methods, radiation
emission, light absorption and chemical reaction can not be simulated because the potentials for each atom only represent the ground state. In addition, since MD simulation generally mimics a single protein molecule out of a pool of molecules in a macro system, polymer formation, aggregation and even phase transition are hard to simulate. Second, MD simulations on a protein need a starting structure such as a crystal or a NMR structure or a homologue structure, however, the number of available crystal or NMR structures is very limited. Third, a control system is often not available. Proteins are characterized by their primary, secondary and tertiary structures. The functional changes of protein result from their structural changes originating from their primary structure changes such as a mutation. Without a mutation as a control system; it is hard to focus on what structural factors are affected by temperature and how the structural factors relate to the temperature dependent functional change of protein. Fortunately, these restrictions are conquered by a recent experiment conducted on two ABC transporters CvaB and HlyB by Guo et al 2006 (9).

ABC (ATP binding cassette) transporters are trans-membrane proteins which belong to a big superfamily. Transporters export toxin, protease, antibiotics, ions and so on, and import nutrient such as histidine, maltose, ribose, oligopeptide, vitamin B12, and ions (4). CvaB and HlyB are ABC transporters located on the cytoplasmic membrane of E. coli and export ColV and Hly respectively (13,37). Like the other members in this family, they consist of dimerized transmembrane domains (TMDs) and dimerized nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) (9,13). The TMDs form a channel to transport substrates. NBDs bind to two ATPs between the interfaces of the two NBD subunits in each site (12,16,29). The conserved sequence Walker A, Walker B in one subunit and
signature motifs in the other subunit are found in each ATP binding site. ATP interacts with these motifs and facilitates the dimer formation of two subunits (9,29).

According to Guo et al 2006 (9), UV cross-linking was conducted to measure the binding affinity between ATP/GTP and NBD domain of CvaB and its homolog HlyB (13) in vitro. Wild type CvaB(NBD) prefers GTP to ATP at low temperature (273K) but not at high temperature (310K). As a control, HlyB(NBD) does not show the preference at any temperature indicating that the binding affinity between CvaB(NBD) and nucleotide is temperature sensitive. Furthermore, they found that a double mutation S503A/Q504L of CvaB(NBD), located at a loop region Y501DSQ in nucleotide binding site, can eliminate this preference acting like HlyB(NBD) (figure 2-1).

The significance of Guo et al’s research to this study is to provide a set of experimental data in which the property changes of proteins can be simulated by MD simulations. Temperature can be taken as a parameter, ATP, GTP and the double mutation can be easily set into models by making a “virtual mutation”, UV cross-linking bands can be treated as the binding affinities or external binding energies of ATP/GTP, the double mutation can be taken as a control system for focusing on the structural factors which cause the temperature dependent nucleotide binding preference of CvaB(NBD), and HlyB can be taken as another control system for verifying the qualification of the double mutation as a control system.

This study will run molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on CvaB(NBD), its mutations and HlyB at low (273K) and high (310K) temperature respectively. Two aspects were examined: 1) the consistency of the binding affinity of CvaB(NBD)-ATP/GTP between experimental data and calculation to ensure if our classical methods...
are qualified to simulate this system. Then, 2) the investigation of how residues 503 and 504 cause
the changes of energetic and structural factors in a micro view and how these changes lead wild type CvaB(NBD) to prefer GTP over ATP at low temperature but not at high temperature in a macro view.

2. Methods

2.1. Modeling of the NBD dimer of CvaB

Among ABC transporters whose crystal structures have been solved, the HlyB(NBD) is most similar to the CvaB(NBD) (38% identity), both NBDs form a head to tail dimer (21,32). Thus, the dimerized NBD in the crystal structure of HylB mutant H662A (1XEF, resolution 1.8 Å) was used as a template for modeling. After Lalign alignment (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/LALIGN_form.html) (figure 2-2), the coordinates of amino acids, ATP, ATP-binding Mg\(^{2+}\), and water molecules in the template were transferred to the dimerized NBD model of CvaB, and the coordinates of ATP in the template were used to form GTP. Energy minimization was performed using 1000 steps of conjugate gradients optimization with the latest AMMP potential set (version tuna) (100,101) where the water potential was adjusted based on current hydration water experimental data (Chen et al., 2008). The model was viewed with PyMol (DeLano, W.L. The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (2002) on World Wide Web http://www.pymol.org).

2.2. MD simulation of the NBD dimer of CvaB

6000 additional water molecules were added into the dimerized CvaB(NBD) models (wild type or mutants with bound ATP or GTP) and HlyB(NBD) to ensure an
aqueous environment. Additional ions were added to neutralize the total charge of the proteins. No screening dielectric term or bulk solvent correction was included. A constant dielectric of one was used. The amortized fast multipole algorithm in AMMP was used for the long-range terms in the non-bonded and electrostatic potentials so that no-cutoff radius was employed (102). Simulations were performed with a constant NVT ensemble corresponding to a pressure of about 1 atm with classical molecular mechanics MD program AMMP (100, 101). The temperature was set at 273K and 310K, respectively. One thousand frames, each for one picosecond, were logged over 1-ns MD run. To make sure that the results of MD simulations were not random events, each MD simulation was repeated eleven times for a total of twelve times (runs) with different random starting velocities.

2.3. Estimation of leave-one-out errors

To determine if the number of repeats was enough to represent the distribution of binding energy, the convergence of each MD simulation was evaluated by calculating Leave-one-out errors from twelve MD runs. For each individual MD run, the average binding energy \( \langle E \rangle \) is

\[
\langle E \rangle = \frac{1}{2 \times 1000} \sum_{m=1}^{1000} \sum_{n=1}^{2} E_{mn}
\]

Where, \( E \) stands for the external binding energy of ATP or GTP, \( m \) and \( n \) stand for the indexes of frames and nucleotide binding sites respectively. Thus, among 12 MD runs, if \( \langle E_j \rangle \) is left out, the average binding energy of the rest MD runs is

\[
\langle E_{(i)} \rangle = \frac{1}{12-1} \sum_{i \neq j}^{12} \langle E_i \rangle
\]
Finally, the Leave-one-out error is evaluated as

\[
STDEV\left\{ E_{(j)} \right\} (j=1 \text{ to } 12) \tag{1}
\]

Where \( STDEV \) stand for the calculation of standard deviation, \( i \) and \( j \) are the indexes of MD runs respectively.

2.4. Possibility of hydrogen bond formation

The possibility of hydrogen bond formation was used to evaluate the local interactions between protein and bound nucleotide. Since there are total 12 runs for each combination of mutant, bound nucleotide, and temperature, 1000 frames for each run and two binding sites in each frame, the possibility of the hydrogen bond formation \((POH_{ai})\) between a non-hydrogen atom \( a \) of protein and a non-hydrogen atom \( i \) of bound nucleotide is defined as the total number of hydrogen bonds between the two atoms from 12 runs, 1000 frames and two binding sites divided by 24000. Thus, the total number of hydrogen bonds (including ionic bond) between atom \( i \) and residue \( r \) of a protein is defined as

\[
POH_{ri} = \sum_{a=1}^{A} \begin{cases} 
1 : a \in \text{acceptor}, i \in \text{donor} \\
1 : a \in \text{donor}, i \in \text{acceptor} \\
0 
\end{cases}
\]

The total number of hydrogen bonds between bound nucleotide and a residue \( r \) is defined as

\[
POH_{rn} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} POH_{ri}
\]
Where, A and N stand for the total number of non-hydrogen atoms in a residue or nucleotide, respectively. During MD simulation, a big POH value stands for strong interaction(s) at a particular local region.

The above calculations were performed with PDBAnalyzer, a JAVA program developed in-house, and using Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as the database engine. The data for each pair of hydrogen bond interaction such as mutant name, temperature, ATP/GTP name, run ID, frame ID, binding site ID, residue atom ID, ATP/GTP atom ID, bond distance (hydrogen bond 2.5~3.2 Å, ionic bond 3.0~4.0 Å) were input to a database table as one record. Then, SQL scripts were used to extract data for POHs from sixteen million records. The definition of hydrogen donor or acceptor of each protein residue was obtained from *Atlas of Side-Chain and Main-Chain Hydrogen Bonding, by Ian McDonald and Janet M Thornton, WWW Edition December 1994, original edition April 1993* (http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/atlas/).

**2.5. Binding preferences**

In order to describe the effects of temperature on GTP/ATP binding preference, three concepts of preference were used: temperature dependent binding energy, temperature dependent formation of hydrogen bond from MD simulations, and difference of the slope from experimental data (figure 2-1). In the temperature dependent binding energy preference ($E_{prefer}$),

$$E_{prefer} = (E_{GTP@310} - E_{ATP@310}) - (E_{GTP@273} - E_{ATP@273})$$

Where, each $E$ stands for the averaged binding energy over 12 runs, 1000 frames and two binding sites with bound ATP/GTP and at 273/310K, respectively. Since stable
ATP/GTP-protein binding corresponds to a negative value of binding energy, the high value of $E_{\text{prefer}}$ corresponds to a GTP binding preference at 273K.

To find which individual interaction between bound nucleotide and CvaB(NBD) mostly contributes to the temperature dependent nucleotide preference of wild type CvaB(NBD), the temperature sensitivity or the temperature dependent formation of hydrogen bond ($POH_{\text{prefer.}ai}$) of each individual interaction between an atom $i$ in nucleotide and an atom $a$ was calculated for wild type,

$$POH_{\text{prefer.}ai} = (POH_{ai.wild@310} - POH_{ai.wild@273}) - (POH_{ai.sqal@310} - POH_{ai.sqal@273})$$

Because the double mutant (sqal) can completely eliminate the nucleotide temperature dependence of wild type CvaB, it is an experimental control (9), the temperature sensitivity of an individual interaction derived from the double mutant should be subtracted to normalize that of wild type.

In the experimental data in figure 2-1, the binding preference is represented as

$$Slope_{\text{prefer}} = Slope_{\text{GTP}} - Slope_{\text{ATP}}$$

The bigger value responds to GTP preference at low temperature based on Arrhenius equation.

3. Results

3.1. Overall structures and RMSDs of CvaB(NBD)

The average structures (main chain) of CvaB(NBD) for each mutant, bound nucleotide and temperature are superimposed and shown in figure 2-3a. All of them share the similar structure. The bound nucleotides also share the similar orientation as shown in figure 2-3b. Besides the strong interactions with Walker A and signature motif, common in the ABC family, many of them have strong interactions with $E^{628}$, $G^{629}$ and $K^{537}$ as
well. As an example of nucleotide-CvaB(NBD) interactions, the residues having interactions with GTP in wild type are shown in figure 2-2.

The RMSDs of each Cα of CvaB(NBD) for each mutant, bound nucleotide and temperature were plotted in figure 2-4. They are similar to each other, but the values at high temperature are bigger than at low temperature with a range of 0.1~0.2 Å. The α-helix and β strands show lower RMSD values than the loop regions indicating they are more stable. The conserved sites in ABC family such as Walker A, B, signature motif, H and Q loops have lower RMSD values because they are located at α-helix and/or β strand or have interactions with bound nucleotide (figure 2-2, 2-3a, 2-3b & 2-4).

3.2. Temperature dependent nucleotide binding preference

Figure 2-5 is a bar graph of the $E_{prefer}$ of CvaB, its mutants and HlyB and shows that in comparison to the double mutant and HlyB, wild type CvaB(NBD) prefers GTP at low temperature (273K). This is consistent with the experimental data of Guo et al 2006 (9). The calculated binding affinities of single mutants Q504L and S503A show a similar, but reduced, GTP preference at low temperature relative to wild type which agrees with the experimental data [the ATP/GTP binding affinities of CvaB(NBD) of the two single mutants are similar to that of wild type at both low (9) and high temperature (personal communication with Dr. X. Guo)].

The significance of the results in figure 2-5 is valuated by the estimation of leave-one-out error (Table 1). The maximum value in table 2-1 is 4.88 kcal/Mol which means that by adding one more MD run, the ATP/GTP binding energy is only expected to change by 4.88 kcal/Mol. 4.88 kcal/Mol is a small amount compared with the 65
kcal/Mol difference of the binding preference between wild type and double mutant, therefore the number of MD runs is enough, and the results in figure 2-5 are not random events.

3.3. Temperature dependent changes in individual interactions between nucleotide and CvaB

There is no doubt that the nucleotide binding preference of wild type CvaB(NBD) results from the differences between ATP and GTP and the differences between wild type and double mutant. In GTP, a carbonyl oxygen (O6) replaces a amino group (N6) in the sixth carbon of the purine resulting in a change from a hydrogen donor to an acceptor, and an amino group (N2) located at the 2nd carbon resulting in an additional hydrogen donor. The three atoms cause ATP/GTP to interact differently with protein. In the double mutant, S503A/Q504L changes two hydrophilic residues to hydrophobic ones. The two differences coordinate and lead to the nucleotide binding preference. However, the double mutation site has no strong interactions with any of the three atoms (POH_{ri} < 0.05), or even the entire bound nucleotide (POH_{rn} < 0.05) under any temperature, mutant or bound nucleotide. This indicates that there is an indirect coordination between double mutation site and the three non hydrogen atoms that differ between ATP and GTP.

The temperature sensitivity of each individual interaction between nucleotide and CvaB is shown in figure 2-6. Four individual interactions show significant temperature sensitivities (POH_{prefer,ai} > 0.1). Y^{501}:OH-ATP:N6 and G^{629}:O-ATP:N6 show a preference at high temperature, D^{502}:OD1/2-GTP:N2 and E^{628}:OD1/2-ATP:N6 show a preference at low temperature. 501-502 (belonging to Y^{501}DSQ) and 628-629 (next to the N-terminus of signature motif) are located at two loop regions (figure 2-7). The interactions between
the loop 628-629 and ATP:N6 have no temperature sensitivity because the interactions of G\textsuperscript{629}:O-ATP:N6 and E\textsuperscript{628}:OD1/2-ATP:N6 cancel out. On the other hand, the interactions of Y\textsuperscript{501}DSQ show a preference for ATP at high temperature and GTP at low temperature. The interactions between Y\textsuperscript{501}DSQ and bound nucleotide have temperature sensitivity. Especially, D\textsuperscript{502}:OD1/2-GTP:N2 has strong low temperature preference ($POH_{\text{prefer.ai}} = -0.32$) which may dominate the temperature dependent nucleotide preference of CvaB(NBD).

### 3.4. Relationship between residues 503&504 and 502

Figure 2-7 shows the RMSD plots of the C\textalpha s and the averaged side chains of residues 500–506 with GTP bound for different mutants and temperatures. The four panels show that there is an RMSD peak between 501–505 with 503 and 504 at the top. This is understandable because 503 and 504 form a turn structure located on a long loop region and the loop sticks out of the protein enlarging the surface area. In addition, 503&504 have very weak interactions with ATP/GTP or any other protein atoms (data not shown). Both RMSDs of the C\textalpha s and the averaged side chains of 502, 503 and 504 in wild type are significantly bigger at 310K than 273K, while those from double mutant are the same. This indicates the 502, 503 and 504 in wild type are more stable at 273K than at 310K and the stability of residue 502 is consistent with the $POH_{\text{prefer.GTP.N2-502:OD}}$ in wild type in figures 2-6 & 2-9.

The correlation coefficient between the RMSDs of the C\textalpha s of 502 and 503&504 is 0.82, and the correlation coefficient between the averaged side chain of 502, and 503&504 is 0.68 (figure 2-7), which indicates the strong relationship between the side chains of 502 and 503&504 is mediated by their neighboring main chain.
4. Discussion

4.1. ATP/GTP binding site

The bound nucleotides share the same orientation (figure 2-3b) and similar interactions with CvaB(NBD) even under different temperatures, mutants and nucleotides. The detailed interactions between bound GTP and CvaB(NBD) are shown in figure 2-10 as an example. Common in all ABC members, the strong interactions were observed between nucleotides and Walker A, signature motif and H-loop ($POH_{r_n}$>$0.1$), and the Mg$^{2+}$ forms ionic interactions between $\beta$- and $\gamma$-phosphates. Similar to HlyB (NBD) (PDB entry 1XEF), the purine base forms $\pi$-$\pi$ interaction with Y$^{501}$ in the Y$^{501}$DSQ loop, however, the interactions between nucleotides and Walker B, and Q-loop were not observed ($POH_{r_n}$<0.01). More specifically, the phosphates have strong interactions with Walker A ($S^{528}$GAGKTT), K$^{537}$, partial signature motif ($S^{631}$GG), and H-loop ($H^{684}$), the sugar has strong interactions with partial signature motif ($Q^{634}$) and partial Walker A ($G^{529}$ and $T^{534}$) and the purine base has strong interactions with K$^{537}$ and partial signature motif ($E^{628}$GL). The significant difference between ATP and GTP is that the additional amino group at the 2nd carbon of purine of GTP (GTP:N2) forms strong interactions with D$^{502}$ in Y$^{501}$DSQ loop.

4.2. Explanation of temperature effect on ATP/GTP binding affinity

There are no strong direct interactions found between the 503&504 and ATP/GTP ($POH_{r_n}$<0.05), however, they may interact through a second order indirect interaction. Here is the evidence: 1) there is a strong interaction between GTP:N2 and D$^{502}$, 2) there
is strong positive relationship between the RMSDs of the side chains and Ca$s$ of the D$^{502}$ and 503&504, 3) 503&504 are located at a loop region on protein surface with rare interactions with ATP/GTP or any other atoms of protein (figure 2-9), 4) high temperature is associated with a weaker D$^{502}$-GTP:N2 interaction in wild type, 5) high temperature is associated with a high RMSD value of the side chains of both D$^{502}$ and 503&504. 6) the hydrophilic residues 503&504 (in wild type) show higher RMSD values at any temperature with both bound GTP (figure 2-7) or ATP (data not shown) than hydrophobic one (double mutant). Thus, when temperature increases, the velocities of water molecules increase, which increases the movement and vibration of the hydrophilic side chains of 503&504 on the wild type protein surface because of their interactions with water molecules. The flexible side chains of 503&504 cause flexibility in the side chain of D$^{502}$ through their neighboring main chain located in the turn structure. On the other hand, when the S503 and Q504 are replaced in the mutant by alanine and leucine, which have weaker interaction with water molecules, the stability of the turn structure will be less affected by the increased velocity of water molecules at 310K. As a result, the distance between D$^{502}$:OD1/OD2 and GTP:N2 at 273K is closer than at 310K in wild type (figure 2-9), but the same in the double mutant (figure not shown).

The interactions between the turn structure and water molecules are also supported by previous studies (42,43). Chen et al found the β-switch region, a loop region on Glycoprotein Ib surface, can be changed to a hairpin structure by interaction with flowing water (43). In our simulations, formation and dissociation of the hydrogen bond between D$^{502}$:O and 505S:N were observed during MD simulations (data not shown). Vitkup et al (42) found that the fluctuations of the solvent atoms rather than protein
atoms mostly respond to temperature change, which was also observed in our MD simulations. Therefore, “the temperature of the solvent and thus its mobility is the dominant factor in determining the functionally important protein fluctuations” as reviewed by Martin Karplus and J. Andrew McCammon (44), consequently, the less structured loop region may be more easily affected by solvent molecules than a helix or β-sheet.

4.3. MD sampling

In protein dynamics, protein structures change (movement, vibration as well as conformational change) all the time. Proteins are big molecules with thousands of atoms and the distributions of protein structure or the free energy surface in dynamics occupy a multiple dimensional broad area. However, the area is always limited and constant under a certain temperature. Each individual MD run, with different initial velocity for instance, may cause the structural changes roaming from different directions which results in different paths in the broad area (103). Thus, the structural distributions from any two MD runs may not be consistent with each other as actually occurred in our samples. With the increase of the number of MD runs, a larger distribution or free energy surface area may be explored, thus the averaged structure distribution should show a convergence which evaluates if MD runs are enough to represent the TRUE structure distribution as shown in table 2-1.

4.4. Additional consistency of our MD simulations with experimental data

Besides the consistency of temperature binding preference shown in figure 2-5 and table 2-1, more evidence is found to agree with our MD simulations. Guo et al 2006
(9) made a series of mutations and measured the ATP/GTP binding preference, but none of them showed a significant change with wild type (figure 2-2, red letter). In MD simulations, the important sites for ATP/GTP binding preference are shown in figure 2-2 (green highlighted), and none of them overlap with the mutations lacking ATP/GTP preference (Guo et al 2006). In addition, the explanation that the increased binding affinity between D^{502} and GTP:N2 at 273K causes wild type to bind GTP tighter at 273K than at 310K can also explain why HlyB(NBD) does not have temperature dependent ATP/GTP binding preference. In HlyB(NBD), there is a lysine corresponding to D^{502} in CvaB and the main chain oxygen of the lysine did not form hydrogen bond with GTP:N2 either ($POH_{in}=0.00$).

5. Summary

The consistency of the temperature dependent binding affinity between experimental data and MD simulation indicates our classical method MD simulation is able to simulate temperature dependent functional change of protein. The effects of temperature on protein function occur everywhere, this study provides an exciting computational method to analyze this problem. The MD simulations also predicted a mechanism for how temperature affects protein functions: starting from the change of the velocity of water molecules causing the change of the vibration and movement of the side chain of a residue on the protein surface, which is transmitted through the main chain of neighboring residues in a loop region to alter the stability of the side chain of the target residue.
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Figure 2-1 Temperature sensitivity of the binding affinity.

Temperature sensitivity of the binding affinity for ATP (●) and GTP (■) of wild type, double mutation and HlyB(NBD). X-axis and Y-axis stand for temperature and binding affinity respectively. The relationship between binding affinity and temperature is evaluated by Arrhenius equation. The difference between the slopes for ATP and GTP of each protein represents the temperature dependent nucleotide binding preference. (Figure is taken from Guo et al 2006(9)).
Figure 2-2 The pairwise alignment between CvaB(NBD) and HlyB(NBD).


The residues highlighted in green correspond to direct contacts in the modeled structures between ATP/GTP and protein. The red marked residues have been mutated by Guo et al (9) and showed no effects on the nucleotide binding preference.

‘.’ stands for the possible conservation of the interactions between nucleotide and a protein residue with $POH_{nr}$>0.1, ‘:’ stands for that with $POH_{nr}$>0.5. Data is averaged from 12 runs x 1000 frames x 2 binding sites x 2 temperatures (273K and 310K) of wild type with bound GTP.
Figure 2-3 Superposition of CvaB(NBD) structures for each mutation, nucleotide and temperature.

Each structure is averaged from 12 runs x 1000 frames.

Figure 3a. Dimerized CvaB(NBD). Two subunits are shown as multi-color and grey. Walker A (orange), Walker B (yellow), signature motif (blue) and double mutation site (red) are shown in the grey subunit.

Figure 3b. Superposition of CvaB(NBD) structures for each mutant, nucleotide and temperature. Walker A (orange), Walker B (yellow), signature motif (blue) and double mutation site (red) are shown.
The RMSDs of the Cα of each residue

Figure 2-4 The RMSD plots of all Cαs over 12 runs x 1000 frames x 2 subunits. H: α-helix, S: β-strand.
Figure 2-5 The differences of binding energies with GTP over ATP and 273K over 310K.

Data are averaged from 12 runs, 1000 frames and two binding sites. Higher value of temperature dependent preference ($E_{prefer}$) represents a GTP preference at low temperature.
Figure 2-6 The temperature sensitivity of each individual interaction between CvaB and nucleotide.

The temperature sensitivity is normalized by

$$POH_{\text{prefer,ai}} = (POH_{\text{ai,wild}@310} - POH_{\text{ai,wild}@273}) - (POH_{\text{ai,sqal}@310} - POH_{\text{ai,sqal}@273})$$
Figure 2-7 The RMSD plots of C\textalpha s and averaged side chains.

The RMSD plots of C\textalpha (upper) and averaged side chains (lower) of 500–506 with bound GTP for different mutation and temperature. (Data is calculated from twelve runs, 1000 frames for each run, and two binding sites for each frame).
Figure 2-8 The relationship of the RMSDs of Cα (left) and averaged side chain (right) between 502 and the averaged 503&504.

The RMSD plots of Cα and averaged side chains. There are 16 data points in each panel for different mutant, ATP/GTP binding and temperature. (Data are calculated from twelve runs, 1000 frames for each run, and two binding sites for each frame).
Figure 2-9 The GTP binding site of wild type.

The GTP binding site of wild type at 273K (green) and 310K (cyan). The side chain of D502, Walker A (blue), Signature motif (yellow), 503&504 (red) are shown. The distance between D502:OD1/OD2 and GTP:N2 at 273K (2.40/3.09Å) is shorter than at 310K (2.93/3.41Å). The structures are averaged from 12 runs, 1000 frames for each run, at 273K and 310K respectively. The picture was made by PyMol (www.pymol.org).
Figure 2-10 The nucleotide binding site of wild type CvaB with bound GTP at 273K. Detailed individual hydrogen bond and ionic interactions with distances (Å) are shown. Structure was averaged from 12 runs x 1000 frames x 2 binding sites. The apostrophes after residue numbers indicate another subunit. Figure was made by Ligplot (104).
Table 2-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>atp-273</th>
<th>atp-310</th>
<th>gtp-273</th>
<th>gtp-310</th>
<th>maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wild</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q504I</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s503a</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqal</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlyb</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Leave-one-out errors (kcal/Mol) out of twelve MD runs. (Data are calculated from equation 1).
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Abstract

Vascular ATP-sensitive K⁺ channels are activated by multiple vasodilating hormones and neurotransmitters via PKA. A critical PKA phosphorylation site (Ser1387) is found in the second nucleotide-binding domain (NBD2) of SUR2B subunit. To understand how phosphorylation at Ser1387 leads to changes in channel activity, we modeled the SUR2B using a newly crystallized ABC protein SAV1866. The model showed that Ser1387 was located on the interface of NBD2 with TMD1 and physically interacted with Tyr506 in TMD1. A positively charged residue (Arg1462) in NBD2 was revealed in the close vicinity of Ser1387. Mutation of either these three residues abolished the PKA-dependent channel activation. Molecular dynamics simulations suggested that Ser1387, Tyr506 and Arg1462 formed a compact triad upon Ser1387 phosphorylation, leading to reshaping of the NBD2 interface and movements of NBD2 and TMD1. Restriction of the interdomain movements by engineering a disulfide bond between TMD1 and NBD2 prevented channel activation in a redox-dependent manner. Thus, a channel-gating mechanism is suggested via enhancing the NBD-TMD coupling efficiency following Ser1387 phosphorylation, which is shared by multiple vasodilators.
1. Introduction

ATP-sensitive K⁺ (K\textsubscript{ATP}) channels play an important role in vascular tone regulation (105-107). The K\textsubscript{ATP} channels are expressed in vascular smooth muscles (VSMs) and activated by several vasodilating hormones and neurotransmitters through the G\textsubscript{s}-cAMP-PKA signaling system (105,108,109). The channel activation leads to hyperpolarization of VSM cells, decrease in voltage-dependent Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channel activity and relaxation of resistant arteries (110).

K\textsubscript{ATP} channels consist of 4 pore-forming Kir6x and 4 regulatory SURx subunits (111). The Kir6.1/SUR2B channel is the major isoform of K\textsubscript{ATP} channels in VSMs (46,112-114). The channel does not open spontaneously at rest. Several groups of channel openers activate the channel, including pharmacological K\textsubscript{ATP} channel openers (KCOs, e.g., pinacidil and nicorandil) (115), metabolites (MgADP, acidosis) (116,117), and hormonal vasodilators and neurotransmitters (calcitonin gene-related peptide, epoxyeicosatrienoic acids, β-adrenergic receptor agonists and vasoactive intestinal peptide) (58,59,109,118). KCOs and Mg\textsuperscript{2+}-nucleotides activate the K\textsubscript{ATP} channels via binding to the SUR subunits (61,115). The hormonal vasodilators activate the vascular K\textsubscript{ATP} channel through direct phosphorylation of the channel protein by PKA (108,109). Our resent study has shown that Ser1387 is a key phosphorylation site (109).

It is unclear how phosphorylation at the Ser1387 residue in SUR2B leads to channel activation. SURs belong to the ABC transporter protein family (119). All ABC proteins have an essential domain assembly, i.e. two transmembrane domains (TMD1 and TMD2) and two intracellular nucleotide-binding domains (NBD1 and NBD2). In addition, SURs have another transmembrane domain containing 5 helical segments termed TMD0.
The cytosolic NBDs of several ABC proteins have been crystallized (15,18,21,120). They all show similar sandwich-like structures with nucleotides clamped between two NBDs. The NBD motifs, such as Walker A (116,121), Walker B (122-124), and signature sequences (125) are known to be important in nucleotide and/or KCO activation of K\textsubscript{ATP} channels. How the channel is activated with nucleotide/KCO-binding, however, is still not fully understood. Several lines of evidence suggest that TMDs play a major role in interacting with Kir6 subunits (62). Such interaction has been observed in recombinant Kir6.2/SUR1 channels using electronic microscopy (126). Moreover, the TMD0 and ICL0 are involved in K\textsubscript{ATP} gating by channel modulators and nucleotides (127,128). These studies suggest that NBDs couple with TMDs during SUR-mediated channel gating.

Several ABC proteins have been crystallized in full length with TMDs (12,129-131). These include the recently crystallized SAV1866 that is a homologue of mammalian ABC proteins (12) and shows the highest sequence similarity to SUR2B. Using the SAV1866 crystal structure, we modeled the core of SUR2B (SUR2B\textsubscript{core}) containing TMD1, TMD2, NBD1 and NBD2 with particular attention to conformational changes after Ser1387 phosphorylation. Our combined studies of modeling, molecular dynamic simulations, functional assays and mutational analysis showed that Ser1387 was located on the interface between TMDs and NBDs where it formed a triad with Tyr506 and Arg1462 after phosphorylation. The triad appeared to strengthen the interaction of NBDs with TMDs, and enhance the necessary force coupling between the two protein domains for channel gating. The model also supports the accuracy of the SAV1866
crystal structure on the NBD-TMD interface and indicates that the SUR2B can be well represented by the SAV1866 structure.

2. Results

2.1 Modeling of the SUR2B_core

The dimerized SAV1866 was crystallized in the ADP-binding form (PDB: 2hyd). Based on this structure, we built a model of the SUR2B_core, in which sequence identities to SAV1866 are 21.5% for TM-NBD1 of SUR2B (46.5% similarities), and 21.3% for TM-NBD2 (47.8% similarities) (Online figure 3-1; figure 3-1A, B). NBD1 and NBD2 formed a tight hetero-dimer (figure 3-1C). There were two nucleotide-binding pockets on the interface between NBD1 and NBD2. A MgATP molecule was incorporated in the first nucleotide binding pocket and a MgADP in the second pocket. Different nucleotides were used because the first pocket is likely to be a high-affinity ATP-binding site, and the second is likely to bind to MgADP (61,132). In the SUR2B_core model, TMDs interact with NBDs via four short helices of intracellular linkers (ICLs, figure 3-1C). ICL1 and ICL3 interacted with the NBD surface across the nucleotidet-binding regions. ICL2 from TMD1 inserted deeply into NBD2, while ICL4 from TMD2 inserted into NBD1 (figure 3-1C). NBD2 formed a spindle-like groove where a β sheet (β5) formed the bottom while Q-loop, C-loop and several α-helices (α2, α3 and α6) lined the wall. Ser1387 was located on β5 within the reach of ICL2 (<4Å, figure 3-1D). The side-chain of an aromatic residue (Tyr506) in ICL2 was inserted deeply into the NBD2 groove and was close to Ser1387 in ~4Å (figure 3-2A). Around Ser1387
there was a positively charged residue (Arg1462) in NBD2 at a distance that allows electrostatic interaction between them when Ser1387 is phosphorylated (figure 3-2A).

2.2 Activation of the Kir6.1/SUR2B channel by protein kinase A

In our previous studies (109,118), we found that β-adrenergic receptor agonists and vasoactive intestinal polypeptide activated vascular K\textsubscript{ATP} channels in rat mesenteric artery, a response that could be reproduced in recombinant Kir6.1/SUR2B channels expressed in HEK293 cells. We thereby chose to use the recombinant Kir6.1/SUR2B in our current study because the expression system allowed us to manipulate the channel protein. Also because PKA is a common signal molecule by which multiple hormonal vasodilators activate the channel, we used forskolin (10µM) to investigate the PKA effects. Kir6.1 and SUR2B were expressed in HEK293 cells. Forskolin was applied to the cell when the baseline currents were stabilized in 4-6 min. The exposure to forskolin activated K\textsuperscript{+} currents that were sensitive to both pinacidil and glibenclamide (figure 3-2B; Online figure 2). After currents were normalized between maximum channel inhibition by 10µM glibenclamide and maximum activation by 10µM pinacidil, the baseline currents averaged 6.0±1.9% (n=10) of the maximum channel activity. Forskolin (10µM) increased the currents to 38.5±3.0% (n=10, figure 3-2E)

2.3 Elimination of PKA activation by mutation at Arg1462 or Tyr506

In the SUR2B\_core model, a positively charged residue Arg1462 was located in the close vicinity of Ser1387. The distance of the charge of Arg1462 (measured at the center of two \(N_h\) atoms) to Ser1387 side chain (\(O_g\)) was ~8Å (figure 3-2A). Such a distance may allow an electronic attraction when Ser1387 is phosphorylated. Mutation of Arg1462 to
alanine indeed eliminated the forskolin-induced channel activation (figure 3-2C). Based on our model prediction, a positive charge at this site is important. This prediction was verified by mutating the Arg1462 to lysine, and the R1462K mutant remained strongly activated by forskolin (68.5±5.8%, n=5). The Arg1462 is located in a consensus PKA site (RKSS), although neither Ser1464 nor Ser1465 is a functional PKA phosphorylation site (109). Thus, a positively charged residue critical for the PKA-dependent channel activation is identified in the SUR2B_core model, although it is far from Ser1387 in the primary sequence.

An aromatic residue, Tyr506, was found on the ICL2 segment, side chain of which dipped deeply into NBD2 and physically interacted with Ser1387. When the Tyr506 was mutated to alanine, the forskolin-induced channel activation was almost completely abolished (figure 3-2D). A phenylalanine residue is found at the corresponding site in SAV1866 and ICL4 of SUR2B (Online figure 1). Phenylalanine has a similar side chain as tyrosine but lacks a hydroxyl group. Interestingly, when Tyr506 was mutated to phenylalanine, the channel failed to be activated by forskolin (figure 3-2E), indicating that the hydroxyl group of Tyr506 residue is required for channel activation.

2.4 Formation of the Ser1387-Arg1462-Tyr506 triad following PKA phosphorylation

Our modeling suggests that PKA phosphorylation at Ser1387 may induce local conformational changes. In order to understand these changes, we used the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to reveal changes in residues and the peptide backbone. Our SUR2B_core contained many hydrophobic transmembrane segments that would necessitate time-consuming simulations in the lipid bilayer environment. We therefore
constructed two additional models consisting of NBDs and ICL2 helix with and without Ser1387 phosphorylation. MD simulations were undertaken at 310K and 1 atm. After 1000 runs, ICL2 still stayed in the NBD2 groove, suggesting a strong interaction between ICL2 and NBD2. The side chain distances among the three critical residues were monitored (figure 3-3A, B). Without phosphorylation, the average distance between Tyr506 and Ser1387 was 3.8Å, a distance that allows hydrogen bond formation between these two residues. The Tyr506-Arg1462 and Ser1387-Arg1462 distances were around 6-7Å (figure 3-3A, C), suggesting that there is no direct contact between Arg1462 and the other two residues before Ser1387 phosphorylation. When the Ser387 was phosphorylated, distances of all three were less than 4Å (figure 3-3C), indicating formation of a compact triad (figure 3-3D, E). The hydroxyl group of Tyr506 appeared to be critical for stabilization of the triad, which was able to form hydrogen bonds with oxygen atoms of the phosphate group of p-Ser1387 and N\textsubscript{h} atoms in Arg1462, consistent with our observation that forskolin failed to activate the Y506F mutant (figure 3-2E).

2.5 The movement of ICL2

Following phosphorylation, the Tyr506 C\textsubscript{a} atoms moved by 9.2Å in the mode structures. The movement led to a horizontal shift of ICL2 from a position close to the center of NBD2 toward the edge of NBD2 along the NBD2 groove. Since the MD data were acquired after removing most TMDs, the restriction of ICL2 by TMDs was not evaluated. Therefore, this ~10Å movement might be overestimated. However, the direction appeared reasonable. The Arg1462 was located at the end of \( \alpha \)6 helix, close to the edge of NBD2, while Ser1387 was located on the bottom of the NBD2 groove. With the triad formation, ICL2 was pulled toward NBD2 with lateral sliding along the groove.
Meanwhile, the α2 helix in NBD2 made a lateral move and left space for ICL2 (figure 3-4C).

2.6 Reshaping of the NBD2 groove by phosphorylation

Studying the conformations of NBD2 of pre- vs. post-phosphorylation, we found that NBD2 underwent major conformational changes on the interface with ICL2. The groove for ICL2 binding ICL2 consisted of residues from β5, α2, α3, α6, Q-loop and C-loop. The Arg1462 was the last residue of the long α6 helix, located close to the edge of NBD2. The α6 helix was expected to be stable because it was buried in the structure. Indeed, Cαs in the corresponding segment in NBD1 did not significantly change their positions (1.8±0.2Å, figure 3-5D) in comparison to overall movements of Cαs in NBDs (3.4±0.1Å). However, the phospho-Ser1387 (p-Ser1387) attracted the positively charged Arg1462, moving the residue by 4.5Å toward ICL2 (measured at Cα, figure 3-5C, D).

This movement had major effects on the C-terminal half (tail) of α6 (residues 1455-1462) but not the N-terminal half (head) (residues 1448-1454). The average movement of Cαs in the tail was 4.2±0.3Å, much greater than the head (2.2±0.3Å). Consequently, the α6 helix was slightly bent around Phe1454 and turned toward ICL2 with an angle ~10°. The movement of the α6 helix appeared to cause the α3 helix to move toward ICL2 about 4.2±0.7Å. Like the head of α6 helix, the Q-loop was quite stable (2.4±0.3Å). The Cαs in β5 sheet moved toward ICL2 with distance of 3.0±0.4Å. The β5 movement was greater than the overall movements of β-sheets in NBD2 (2.3±0.2Å, P=0.11) and the corresponding segment in NBD1 (2.4±0.2Å, P=0.07). The movement of these segments toward ICL2 suggested a stronger interaction between ICL2 and NBD2 following phosphorylation. On the model we also observed a large movement (6.9±0.3Å) of the α2
helix. The α2 helix appeared flexible in the SUR2B_core model; it moved toward the edge of NBD2 and yielded space for ICL2.

To make sure that these movements were not random events, the MD simulations were repeated twice for a total of three times with different starting velocities. We observed the same triad formation and protein domain movements in every runs. Therefore, even though there may be technical limitations in the MD simulations, we were able to conclude that ICL2 interacted with NBD2 rather loosely before phosphorylation, and the interaction of the two domains was strengthened with the Tyr506-pSer1387-Arg1462 triad formation after phosphorylation.

2.7 Restriction of the interdomain movement by introduced disulfide bond

Mutations were engineered in the channel to test the hypothesis that interdomain motion plays a critical role in PKA-dependent channel activation. Forming a disulfide bond between the two domains can restrict the motion thus limiting the channel activation if the motion is critical. Examining all residues in the NBD2 groove and ICL2, we found that a cysteine (Cys1408) on the wall of the NBD2 groove was close to Ala507 in ICL2 (figure 3-6A). The distance between the Cαs of the two residues was ~8Å. When the Ala507 was mutated to cysteine, the channel activation by forskolin was completely eliminated (figure 3-6B). Since the Ala507 is located next to Tyr506, the mutation itself instead of the disulfide bond formation could have affected the channel activation. To address this possibility, we included 3mM reduced glutathione in the pipette solution and found that the Kir6.1/SUR2B_A507C channel activation by forskolin was nicely restored (29.7±3.0%, N=5, figure 3-6C). To show whether the introduced Cys507 indeed formed a disulfide bond with Cys1408 but not with another unidentified cysteine residue, we
mutated the Cys1408 to serine, a residue close to cysteine in side chain properties but is unable to form disulfide bonds. The mutant channel (Kir6.1/SUR2B_A507C_C1408S) was activated by forskolin to the same extend as wild type channel (figure 3-6D, E). Thus, the formation of an artificial disulfide bond between residues 507 and 1408 locked the channel in the pre-phosphorylation state and disrupted channel activation by forskolin, supporting the hypothesis that a relative movement between ICL2 and NBD2 is necessary for channel activation by PKA. We also tried to use disulfide bond to lock the channel in its open state without success.

3. Discussion

Modeling SUR2B_core with SAV1866. The regulatory subunits SURs (ABCC8 and ABCC9) of K_ATP channels belong to the ABC transporter superfamily. Four ABC proteins have been crystallized in full length with TMDs and NBDs. The NBDs are similar to each other in their overall structures and assemblies. The TMDs however, are quite different. There are 10 TMHs in each TMD in HI1470/1 (131) and BtuCD (130), while there are 6 in each TMD in SAV1866 (12) and ModBC (129). The TMD in ModBC is much shorter than that in SUR2B, and no evident sequence homology can be found between them. In contrast, the TMD topology of SAV1866 is the same as that of SUR2B, suggesting the validity of modeling the SUR2B_core based on the SAV1866 structural template.

In our SUR2B_core model, NBD1 and NBD2 dimerize to form two nucleotide-binding pockets on their interface, consistent with the models of SUR1-NBDs in previous
studies (133,134). A significant expansion of our model is to include TMDs and to show the interaction between TMDs and NBDs. SUR2B_TMD1 interacts with NBDs via two short segments ICL1 and ICL2. ICL1 interacts with both NBDs at their borders around the first nucleotide-binding region, while ICL2 is inserted deeply into NBD2. Therefore, the TMD1 mainly interacts with the NBD2. Similar cross-interaction is found in TMD2-NBD1. Our disulfide bond experiment and functional analysis indicate that Cys1408 in NBD2 is located close to Ala507 in the TMD1. Evidence supporting such a TMD-NBD cross-interaction also comes from a recent biochemical study (135) on human multidrug transporter (ABCB1), a close homologue of SURs.

### 3.1 Importance of defining TMD-NBD interaction in SURs.

The TMD-NBD interaction in SUR2B is not only important for PKA activation, but may also provide a structural basis to explain SUR-mediated channel gating by other ligands. For instance, it is well known that NBDs are important for Mg$^{2+}$-nucleotide activation on $K_{\text{ATP}}$ channels (116,122,123,125). Although KCOs activate $K_{\text{ATP}}$ channels via binding to segments in TMDs (115), NBDs are also necessary for KCO effects (116,121,122), suggesting an allosteric modulation between these two distinct groups of channel activators. It is unclear how signals in NBDs are coupled to TMDs. Indeed, cis-interaction (TMD1 interacts with NBD1, TMD2 with NBD2) has been assumed to occur in SUR1 (127) and SUR2 (121) based on the mis-assembled MSBA structure (136). Therefore, experimental demonstration of the SAV1866-based NBD-TMD cross-interaction in SUR2B contributes significantly to the understanding of the SUR-mediated gating of $K_{\text{ATP}}$ channels.
3.2 Mechanism of channel activation by PKA phosphorylation.

The SUR2B_core model improves our understanding of the mechanism underlying PKA activation of vascular $K_{\text{ATP}}$ channels. Ser1387 is a critical phosphorylation site for PKA-dependent activation of Kir6.1/SUR2B channel (109). Data from the current study further support its role in channel activation. Phosphorylation of Ser1387 leads to a change in the NBD2 conformation and strengthens the interaction of NBD2 with ICL2 through the formation of an interacting triad of residues in different protein domains. Every residue of the triad is critical, as shown in our mutational analysis. The interaction of p-Ser1387 and Arg1462 is apparently caused by the electrostatic attraction. The interactions of Tyr506 with the other two seem to rely on hydrogen bonds. Our simulation study indicates that the triad is stable and may act as a primary force for changing conformations of NBD2 and IC2 on their interface. ICL2 appears to move toward NBD2 with phosphorylation, while NBD2 is reshaped and moves toward ICL2, especially the $\alpha_6$-tail and the $\alpha_3$ helix and probably the $\beta_5$ sheet as well. Thus the two domains interact with each other more tightly post phosphorylation, allowing NBDs to couple with TMDs more effectively. Such a strong NBD-TMD coupling is likely to ensure the transfer of mechanical forces and movements necessary for channel gating between these protein domains. Since such a coupling is weakened without Ser1387 phosphorylation, the mechanical forces and movements produced in NBDs may not be sufficient for channel gating. By enhancing the NBD-TMD interaction, vasodilators seem to be able to use the existing forces to augment the channel activity without producing additional mechanical work. It is noteworthy that the NBD-TMD force transfer depends
on elaborate interactions of the triad, as restriction of these domains with disulfide bond diminishes channel activation.

3.3 Possible cooperation of PKA and nucleotide activators.

The SAV1866 is crystallized in ADP binding forms (PDB: 2hyd), which is represented as a dimer in NBDs. The NBD dimerization has been seen in almost all the ABC proteins including NBDs of SUR1 (133,134). In our SUR2B_core model, the two NBDs form a hetero-dimer with two nucleotide-binding pockets on the interface. Such dimerization of NBD1 and NBD2 in SURs suggests a channel conformation in the ‘active’ state. Nevertheless, the channel activity is rather low (less than 10% of maximal activity by pinacidil according to our observation in previous and current studies), probably because the interaction between TMDs and NBDs is quite loose at the baseline. PKA phosphorylation enhances the interaction of TMD1 (via ICL2) with NBD2 and thus drastically activates the channel. It is possible that the NBD dimerization by nucleotide binding is necessary for PKA activation. A study (137) on the Kir6.2/SUR1 channel indeed indicates that ADP concentrations determine whether the channel is activated or inhibited by PKA. Although we have not observed inhibition on Kir6.1/SUR2B, we did see a reduction in the PKA effects with decreasing ADP concentrations (unpublished data). It is of interest to know whether PKA acts on the channel without nucleotides. Since ATP is necessary for PKA phosphorylation, ATP/ADP cannot be completely removed from the system. Therefore, the information of the SUR conformation without nucleotide is needed to fully understand the cooperative effects between PKA and nucleotide activators on the channel.
In conclusion, our SAV1866-based modeling provides novel information of SUR2B structures, and suggests a mechanism for the Kir6.1/SUR2B channel activation by PKA phosphorylation, information that is necessary for the understanding of how vasodilators activate $K_{ATP}$ channels and relax vascular tension. The discovery of the Ser1387-Tyr506-Arg1462 triad and its critical location for the interaction between TMDs and NBDs contributes significantly to our understanding of SUR-mediated $K_{ATP}$ channel gating. Furthermore, our combined studies of SUR2B_core model with mutational analysis support the accuracy of the SAV1866 crystal structure on the NBD-TMD interface and indicate that the SUR2B can be well represented by the SAV1866 structure.

4. Materials and Methods

Modeling of the SUR2B_core was based on the crystal structure of SAV1866 (PDB: 2HYD). The sequences of SAV1866 were aligned with both halves of the SUR2B_core (TM-NBD1 and TM-NBD2) using ClustalW. SAV1866 was 21.5% identical to TM-NBD1 of SUR2B (46.5% similarities) and 21.3% to TM-NBD2 (47.8% similarities). The NBDs were highly conserved: 28.7% identical in NBD1 and 33.5% identical in NBD2. The SAV1866_TMD were 16.0% and 12.8% identical to SUR2B_TMD1 and TMD2, respectively (~35% when amino acids with similar side chain were considered). Although the homology in amino acid sequences in TMDs is low, they can be aligned using the conserved topology within each TMD, i.e., 6 transmembrane helices (determined by hydrophobicity of the residues) in each domain with similar lengths. The sizes and positions of extracellular and intracellular linker regions were also comparable. There were only a few short gaps in the alignment (4 in TMD1 and 2 in TMD2, Online figure 1). The atomic coordinates of amino acids,
nucleotides and water molecules in the template (SAV1866) were transferred to the
SUR2B_core model. The ADP molecule in first nucleotide binding pocket was replaced
with ATP. The coordinates of ATP-binding Mg$^{2+}$ and ADP-binding Mg$^{2+}$ were obtained
using the crystal structures of ABC transporters HlyB (1XEF) and TAP1 (1JJ7),
respectively. The linker regions between TMD1 and NBD1 (residues 618-665), and
between TMD2 and NBD2 (residues 1290-1309) were modeled as surface loops in the
structure. The linker between NBD1 and TMD2 (residues 914-975) was omitted from the
model due to lack of a template. Energy minimization was performed using 1000 steps of
conjugate gradients optimization with the latest AMPP potential set (version tuna) (101).
The model was viewed with PyMOL (http://pymol.sourceforge.net/).

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out to study the conformational
change in the NBD-ICL2 interface. The SUR2B_core model contained many
hydrophobic transmembrane segments that would require a very large molecular
dynamics simulation including the lipid bilayer. Therefore, we constructed two models
containing NBDs and an extended segment of ICL2 (residues 500-512) with and without
a phosphate group linked to atom O$_g$ of Ser1387. Seven thousand and five hundred H$_2$O
were added to the model molecules to ensure an aqueous environment. Additional ions
were added to neutralize the total charge of the protein. No screening dielectric term or
bulk solvent correction was included. A constant dielectric of one was used. The
amortized fast multipole algorithm in AMMP was used for the long-range terms in the
non-bonded and electrostatic potentials so that no-cutoff radius was employed (102).
Simulations were performed with a constant NVT ensemble corresponding to a pressure
about 1 atm with classical molecular mechanics MD program AMMP (100,101). The
temperature was set at 310K. One thousand frames, one for each picosecond, were logged over 1-ns MD run. The mode structures which represent the most frequent position of each atom (101) and the RMSDs of Cαs of each residue were calculated over 1000 frames.

Rat Kir6.1 (GenBank #D42145) and mouse SUR2B (GenBank #D86038) were used in the present study. The cDNAs were cloned in a eukaryotic expression vector pcNDA3.1. Site-specific mutations were generated using a site-directed mutagenesis kit based on the Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). The cDNAs were expressed in Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) as previously described (109). Whole-cell patch clamp experiments were performed as detailed in previous work (Online figure 2) (109).

Data were presented as means ± s.e. Differences in means were tested with the ANOVA or Student t test and were accepted as significant if P ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 3-1 SUR2B_core model.

A. A skeletal representation of K\textsubscript{ATP} channel. Kir6.1 (left) has two transmembrane helices (TMHs) with both N-, C- termini located in cytosol. SUR2B has 17 TMHs, forming three transmembrane domains (TMD0, TMD1 and TMD2) in a 5-6-6 pattern. The N-terminus is located extracellularly and the C-terminus intracellularly. The nucleotide binding domain-1 (NBD1) is located between TMD1 and TMD2, and NBD2 lies in the C-terminal. The intracellular linkers (ICLs) between TMHs are indicated. The SUR2B_core includes sequences from TMD1 to C-terminus. The region between residue 286 (arrow a1) and 914 (a2) was used as TM-NBD1. The residues between 976 (a3) and 1546 (C-terminus) were used as TM-NBD2. TM-NBD1 and TM-NBD2 were aligned to SAV1866 and used to generate the SUR2B_core model. A few residues between a2 to a3 were excluded in the SUR2B_core model as it does not have
homology with SAV1866. B. The overall structure of SUR2B_core. TMD1 (residues 286-617, green) was linked with NBD1 (residues 666-913, blue) with 38 residues (loop in gray). TMD2 (residues 976-1289, red) was linked with NBD2 (residues 1310-1546, purple) with 20 residues. The linker regions between TMD1 and NBD1, TMD2 and NBD2 are longer than the corresponding regions in SAV1866, and thus they were looped beside the NBD domains (gray). The first nucleotide binding pocket (formed by Walker A in NBD1 and signature sequence in NBD2) was modeled with ATP (yellow). The second nucleotide binding pocket (formed by Walker A in NBD2 and signature sequence in NBD1) was modeled with ADP. C. Interaction of the intracellular linkers with NBDs. ICL1 and ICL3 interacted with both NBD1 and NBD2 across the nucleotide-binding regions (yellow). ICL2 was inserted into a groove formed by the NBD2 surface, and ICL4 interacted into NBD1. D. Details of the interaction between ICL2 and NBD2. NBD2 formed a big groove to host ICL2, in which $\beta_5$ formed the bottom, Q-loop, $\alpha_2$, $\alpha_3$, $\alpha_6$, and a loop between $\alpha_3$ and $\alpha_4$ (named the C-loop because a cysteine residue, Cys1408 was located in this segment) formed the walls. The phosphorylation site Ser1387 was located in the $\beta_5$ sheet and is shown in cyan.

Figure 3-2 Ser1387 and surrounding sites in PKA phosphorylation.
A. Ser1387 was close to Tyr506 and Arg1462. The atom \( O_g \) in Ser1387 side-chain was 3.6\( \AA \) from atom \( O_h \) of Tyr506, and \( \sim 8\AA \) from the positive charges of Arg1462 (the middle of the two \( N_h \) atoms). B. Forskolin (FSK, 10\( \mu \)M) activated whole cell currents of Kir6.1/SUR2B, which were further activated by pinacidil and inhibited by glibenclamide (See online figure 2 for details). C. The channel with SUR2B_R1462A mutation failed to be activated by forskolin. D. SUR2B_Y506A mutant greatly diminished channel activation by forskolin. E. Summary of forskolin effects on wt and mutant Kir6.1/SUR2B channels. Note the Y506F mutant was not activated, and the R1462K mutant was activated by forskolin.

Figure 3-3 The interaction between Tyr506, Ser1387 and Arg1462.

Interaction of Tyr506, Ser1387 and Arg1462 following phosphorylation. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on ICL2 with a short flanking sequence (residues 500 to 512) and NBDs. A phosphate group was linked to atom \( O_g \) of Ser1387 representing phosphorylation. A. The distances between each pair of residues were monitored before phosphorylation. Y-S was measured between Tyr506-\( O_h \) and Ser1387-\( O_g \). Y-R was measures between Tyr506-\( O_h \) and Arg1462-\( N_{h1} \) or \( N_{h2} \) depending on which one atom was
closer to Tyr-O<sub>H</sub>. So was S-R. **B.** The triad distances post phosphorylation. S represented one of the three O<sub>H</sub> atoms of phosphorylated-Ser1387. Six distances were measured between p-Ser1387 and Arg1462, and three between Tyr506 and p-Ser1387, with the closest distances shown. **C.** Summary of the distances among the three residues pre- and post-phosphorylation. The last 800 time frames were counted after stabilization with the initial ~200 runs (see A and B). All three distances were shorter in the post-phosphorylated form. Major changes were seen in distances between Ser1387 and Arg1462, and Tyr506 and Arg1462. **D.** Mode structure of the triad post phosphorylation. **E.** Close review of the triad shown in D. The numbers in the figure are the distances (in Å) between the interested residues. They are slightly and insignificantly different from the average distances shown in C.

Figure 3-4 The movement of ICL2 following phosphorylation.
All pictures represented the *mode* structures of the MD simulations. **A-C.** Top views of ICL2 and NBD2 in pre-phosphorylation, post-phosphorylation and overlay, respectively. The pre-phosphorylation structure was shown in the same set of colors as figure 3-1. In post-phosphorylation structure, NBD2 was colored red and ICL2 was colored cyan. Compared to the *mode* structure of the pre-phosphorylated form, ICL2 helix moved horizontally away from the center of NBDs by 8.4±0.4Å (measured at C$_\alpha$s of residues 500-506). Accordingly, the α2 helix in NBD2 moved to yield space for ICL2. The arrows in C indicated the direction of movement of ICL2 and α2 helix.

![Figure 3-5 Conformational changes in NBD2 interface.](image)

**A-C.** The side views of the NBD2 interface in *mode* structures of pre-phosphorylation, post-phosphorylation and overlay, respectively. The structures were displayed with the same set of colors in figure 3-4. The backbone of the Arg1462 moved by 4.5Å toward ICL2, leading to a movement of the α6-tail (residue 1455-1462). Major position changes were also seen in α2 and α3 helices. The arrows in C indicated the movement direction of α6, α3 and α2. **D.** Analysis of critical segments in the NBD2 groove. Major changes were seen on NBD2-α6-tail, α3 and α2, compared to the corresponding segments in NBD1 (by measuring position changes at C$_\alpha$s. **, P<0.001; *, P<0.05). The β5 in NBD2 changed more than
overall β sheets (2.3±0.2Å) in NBD2 and the corresponding segment in NBD1. The α2 helices in both NBDs changed by large distances suggesting they are flexible, while α2 helix in NBD2 moved laterally, making space for ICL2. In contrast, NBD2-α6-head (α6h) and Q-loop did not show significant position changes.

**Figure 3-6 The blockade of the PKA effects with disulfide bond.**

Blockade of the PKA effects with disulfide bond between ICL2 and NBD2. A. A close-up of residues A507 and C1408. The distance between Cαs of the two residues was ~8Å, allowing the two residues to form disulfide bond. B. When Ala507 was mutated to cysteine, channel activation by forskolin was abolished. C. When 3 mM of reduced glutathione were included in the pipette solution, forskolin activation of the mutant channel was restored. D. When the Cys1408 was mutated to serine, a similar residue but cannot form a disulfide bond, the channel behaved like wt channel. E. Summary of the forskolin effects on wt and mutants.
Figure 3-7 Alignment of SUR2B and SAV1866 sequences (Online figure 1).

TM-NBD1 and TM-NBD2 relative to residues 286-914 and 976-1546 of SUR2B. Residues in SUR2B that are identical and similar to SAV1866 were shaded in cyan and green, respectively. Six transmembrane helices (TMH1-6) in SAV1866 were shown in bold and underlined, which correspond to TMH6-11 and TMH12-17 in SUR2B_TMD1 and TMD2, respectively. Sequences between TMH2 and 3, and between...
TMH4 and 5 are intracellular linkers. Short helices that are critical for TMD-NBD interactions were shown in red. ICL1, ICL2 are located in SAV1866 and SUR2B_TMD1 while ICL3, ICL4 in SUR2B_TMD2. Although the homology in TMDs between SAV1866 and SUR2B is low, the TMHs’ lengths are the same. The lengths of intracellular and extracellular linkers are comparable. Therefore, when they are aligned, there are only 4 short gaps in TMD1 and 2 in TMD2. The similar topology allowed us to model SUR2B TMDs with the SAV1866 crystal structure as the template. The homology in NBDs is higher. Critical sequence motifs such as Walker A (WA), Walker B (WB), signature sequence (SS), Q-loop (between β5 and α3) and H-loop in NBDs are conserved (in red). The secondary structures in SAV1866_NBD were shown in bold and underlined. The loop between α3 and α4 helices was named C-loop as Cys1408 was found in it. Tyr506, Ser1387 and Arg1462R in SUR2B shown in bold and italic were critical for PKA activation.
Figure 3-8 Activation of the Kir6.1/SUR2B channel by forskolin in HEK293 cells (online figure 2).

Whole-cell currents were recorded from a cell transfected with Kir6.1/SUR2B. Application of forskolin (10µM) increased the whole-cell currents rapidly and reached a plateau in about 2 min. K<sub>ATP</sub> channel opener pinacidil (Pin, 10 µM) strongly augmented the currents that was potently inhibited by glibenclamide subsequently (Glib, 10 µM). Note that arrows point to where each bottom trace was taken from.
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Abstract

Water plays a critical role in the structure and function of proteins, although the experimental properties of water around protein structures are not well understood. The water can be classified by the separation from the protein surface into bulk water and hydration water. Hydration water interacts closely with the protein and contributes to protein folding, stability and dynamics, as well as interacting with the bulk water. Water potential functions are often parameterized to fit bulk water properties because of the limited experimental data for hydration water. Therefore, the structural and energetic properties of the hydration water were assessed for 105 atomic resolution ($\leq 1.0$ Å) protein crystal structures with a high level of hydration water by calculating the experimental water-protein radial distribution function or surface distribution function (SDF) and water radial distribution function (RDF). Two maxima are observed in SDF: the first maximum at a radius of 2.75 Å reflects first shell and hydrogen bond interactions between protein and water, the second maximum at 3.65 Å reflects second shell and van der Waals interactions between water and non-polar atoms of protein forming clathrate-hydrate-like structures. Thus, the two shells do not overlap. The RDF showed the features of liquid water rather than solid ice. The first and second maxima of RDF at 2.75 and 4.5 Å, respectively, are the same as for bulk water, but the peaks are sharper indicating hydration water is more stable than bulk water. Both distribution functions are inversely correlated with the distribution of B factor (atomic thermal factors) for the waters, suggesting that the maxima reflect stable positions. Therefore, the average water structure near the protein surface has experimentally observable differences from bulk water. This analysis will help improve the accuracy for models of water on the protein surface by
providing rigorous data for the effects of the apparent chemical potential of the water near a protein surface.
1. Introduction

Water is essential to the structure and function of proteins. Generally, water around proteins can be divided into three categories (138): 1) bulk water that surrounds the protein molecule at a separation of greater than van der Waals contact, 2) individually bound water that forms hydrogen bonds with charged or polar protein atoms in cavities inside the protein (139), and 3) hydration water at the protein surface with direct interactions with the protein (140,141). The three categories have different functions. Bulk water is free to move, it assists in protein diffusion relative to the other interacting molecules by random movement in solution. Hydration water forms water networks around the protein surface to keep protein in solution. Individually bound water has multiple contacts that stabilize the protein structure. For example, individually bound water stabilizes cavities in thrombin and trypsin (142,143), and mediates contacts between proteins and their ligands (144). The presence of individually bound water depends on the local structure of the protein, and is often conserved among related proteins. However, a water molecule can share the properties of both individually bound water and hydration water if it has multiple contacts with protein and contributes to a hydration water network. Both individually bound water and hydration water are also known as protein-bound water and form strong interactions with proteins. Bound water is visible in protein crystal structures, but bulk water is not observed because there is no stable location for the water molecules.

Hydration water is a major form of protein-bound water that contributes to many properties of proteins such as protein folding, solubility, drug docking, and oligomer formation as reviewed in Raschke 2006 (145). Hydration water directly interacts with the
protein surface and affects the local protein structure. Protein enzymes without a hydration layer will lose their catalytic abilities (146). Direct observation of hydration water properties in proteins is difficult, except for visualization in atomic resolution (~1.0Å) crystal structures of proteins (147). Elegant calorimetric experiments on hydrated collagen show that there is a specific binding energy or chemical potential associated with hydration (148). Terahertz spectroscopy has shown that the effects of the hydration environment can extend to 10Å from the surface of a protein (149). Neutron scattering of dipeptide solutions showed small differences between bulk and hydration water (150), but the different effects may be observed with proteins due to their larger size. X-ray scattering has been used with myoglobin to study hydration water (151).

Although hydration water is very important for protein structure and function, there are no specific parameters for the potential of hydration water in simulations such as molecular dynamics simulations (MD). The water potential function is defined by a set of parameters in simulations that represent the potential energy of water. The water potentials currently used in MD programs are based on water models such as TIP3P (152), TIP4P (153), TIP5P (76) and SPC (78) that are parameterized to reproduce the experimental data of bulk water. Recently, neutron scattering data on dipeptides has been used as a basis for generating water potentials (150). Theoretical calculations using these potentials have been decomposed into polar, apolar and charged interactions (154) in order to fit compressibility data. These potentials derived from bulk water may not accurately represent the properties of hydration water. For example, when TIP3P was used with CSFF(155) and GLYCAM-2000a(156), the new versions of CHARMM (157) and AMBER (158) force fields respectively, the modeled carbohydrate-water interactions
on the surface of disaccharides were less structured than in experimental data (81). Even though the compressibility data were well reproduced in (Dardarlat 2006) (154) the radial distribution curves show less detail than is seen experimentally. Hence, the differences between the properties of hydration water and bulk water need to be defined in order to improve the water potentials and especially to reproduce the critical interactions between water and proteins or other soluble macromolecules.

The structural and energetic factors of hydration water can be studied using the water protein radial distribution function or surface distribution function (SDF) and water radial distribution function (RDF). The SDF describes the density of water as a function of the distance from the protein surface (the closest non-hydrogen atom). The RDF describes the density of water as a function of the distance from a particular water molecule. The RDF is determined by averaging over the many different local structures formed in liquid water (70-72). Local structures include neutral (uncharged) water structures, and two-water-molecule structures with one proton attached (H$_5^+\text{O}_2^-$) (70). Water molecules also form higher order clusters, such as ten-molecule tetrahedral clusters (71) and 280-molecule expanded icosahedral water clusters comprising 14-molecule tetrahedral units (72).

Previous studies on the hydration water were highly dependent on computational simulations due to the difficulty of direct measurements. Direct measurements of visible hydration water became possible when the atomic resolution crystal structures of proteins became available in significant numbers. Moreover, an average over a number of crystal structures will reduce the deviation caused by the differences in crystallization conditions and other sources of experimental variation.
This study examined 105 crystal structures from the protein data bank (http://www.wwpdb.org) (159) solved with X-ray data at resolutions better than 1.0 Å. The SDFs and RDFs were calculated and averaged. Two density maxima representing two shells are observed in SDF, the water molecules in the first shell are much denser than those in the second shell. The maxima of RDF are higher than those of bulk water and the minima are lower. In both SDF and RDF, the higher density of water corresponds to the lower B-factor value of water, confirming that water molecules are stable in each maximum.

2. Methods and Algorithms

2.1 The water-protein distance

The ideal model of a protein is a sphere surrounded by first and second water shells (figure 4-1a). The positions and densities of the two shells are determined by the interactions between water and the protein. In practice, the protein-water distance is defined as the distance between the water oxygen and the closest non-hydrogen atom in the protein molecule.

2.2 The water-protein radial distribution

In protein crystal structures, the average density of water around protein ($\rho$) within any water-protein distance $h$ is

$$\rho = \frac{n}{\frac{4}{3} \pi (R_p + h)^3 - \frac{4}{3} \pi R_p^3}$$
Where, \( n \) is the number of water molecules with water-protein distance less than \( h \), \( R_p \) is the radius of the protein molecule \( p \).

The bulk water is invisible in protein crystal structures because it is not bound to protein. The density of “visible” water (mostly hydration water) around the protein decreases sharply with distance from the protein surface. The SDF is the water density as a function of the water-protein distance \( (h) \) and termed \( g_{wp} \)

\[
g_{wp}(h) = \frac{d\rho}{dh} \tag{1}
\]

2.3 Water radial distribution

The RDF in the protein crystal structure must be adjusted due to the presence of protein molecules, unlike the RDF in bulk water where only water-water interactions are considered. In the presence of protein atoms, the volume over which the water can be observed is restricted and thus the manner in which the density is normalized must be modified. The raw counts of water molecules within each radial shell are converted into an expected value for the RDF based on the restriction of the shell due to interactions between water and protein molecules. This process is shown in figure 4-1b where the thin orange shell represents a volume shell at a distance \( r_w \) from the water \( w \). The thin orange shell illustrates the unimpeded differential volume element (UDV). The water density at any point within the area surrounded by the orange shell is not only related to the distance to water \( w \), but also related to the distance to protein surface. Steric interactions between the protein and water prevent or impede water from binding in all of the positions in the UDV, thus the area surrounded by the orange shell defines the available differential volume element (ADV). Thus, two water densities can be calculated within ADV: the
water density \((\rho_{ww})\) which is related to the distance from the water \(w\) and caused by water-water the interaction and the water density \((\rho_{wp})\) which is related to the distance from the protein surface and caused by the water-protein interaction.

\[
\rho_{ww} = \frac{n_{ww}}{v_w}
\]

\[
\rho_{wp} = \frac{n_{wp}}{v_w} = \frac{\int \int \int r^2 g_{wp} (h_{wp}) \sin \theta d\phi d\theta dr}{v_w}
\]

Where, \(n_{ww}\) is the actual total number of water molecules within ADV, \(v_w\) is the volume of ADV, \(r_w\) is the distance from UDV to water \(w\), \(n_{wp}\) is the number of water molecules within ADV evaluated by SDF \(g_{wp}\), \(h_{wp}\) is the distance from each point within ADV to the protein surface.

Thus, the raw RDF \((g_{raw})\) and the water density distribution for normalization \((g_{nor})\) can be calculated as

\[
g_{raw}(r_w) = \frac{d(\rho_{ww})}{dr_w}
\]

\[
g_{nor}(r_w) = \frac{d(\rho_{wp})}{dr_w}
\]

\(d(\rho_{ww})\) is the water density in the UDV calculated from the actual number of waters \((w1, w2\) and \(w3\) indicate the three water molecules in figure 4-1b) divided by the volume of the UDV. \(d(\rho_{wp})\) is the average of the water density of each small cell in the UDV \((e1, e2, e3\ldots\ldots\text{etc})\), which is determined by its water-protein distance \((h_{wp})\). \(dr_w\) is the thickness of the UDV.
Thus, the averaged raw RDF ($g_{raw}$) and the averaged water density for normalization ($g_{nor}$) over all sampled crystal structures can be expressed as

$$\left< g_{raw}(r_{wp}) \right> = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p=1}^{P} \left( \frac{1}{W_p} \sum_{w=1}^{W_p} g_{raw}(r_{wp}) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\left< g_{nor}(r_{wp}) \right> = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p=1}^{P} \left( \frac{1}{W_p} \sum_{w=1}^{W_p} g_{nor}(r_{wp}) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $P$ is the total number of protein structures in our sample, $W_p$ is the total number of water molecules in protein $p$, $r_{wp}$ is the distance from the UDV to water $w$ in protein $p$.

Therefore, in crystal structures the normalized RDF ($g_{normalized}$) can be expressed as

$$g_{normalized}(r_{wp}) = \frac{\left< g_{raw}(r_{wp}) \right>}{\left< g_{nor}(r_{wp}) \right>}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

2.4 The number of water molecules

Every water molecule has a refined occupancy in the PDB (Protein Data Bank) file. The majority of water has an occupancy value of 1.0 indicating the presence of this water in all protein molecules forming the crystal. Some waters have occupancies of less than 1.0 indicating the water is not present in all protein molecules in the crystal. In this study, the sum of the occupancy of each water molecule was used instead of the actual number of waters.

2.5 The sharpness of a RDF

A numerical measure based on the width at half height was defined in order to describe the sharpness of the features of the RDF. The peaks in the RDF are asymmetric, especially the first peak, which makes the standard symmetric half height measure
difficult to apply. Because of this asymmetry, the measure was defined as the amplitude between a maximum and its next minimum (HD) divided by the width of the maximum at the half value of HD (figure 4-1c). This corresponds to the width at the smaller of the two peak heights.

2.6 The water-protein radial distribution of B-factors

The surface (or water-protein radial) distribution function of B-factors (SDFB) is the averaged B-factor of water as a function of water-protein distance ($h$) which can be calculated from

$$B(h) = \frac{d}{dh} \left( \frac{1}{W} \sum_{w=1}^{W} b_{w} \right)$$

Where $W$ is the total number of water molecules in the sphere with distance ($<h$) from protein $p$, $b_{w}$ is B-factor of each water oxygen in the sphere, $o_{w}$ is the occupancy of each water molecule in the sphere. Thus, the averaged SDFB over all sampled crystal structures can be expressed as

$$\langle B(h_{p}) \rangle = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p=1}^{P} \left( \frac{1}{W_{p}} \sum_{w=1}^{W_{p}} B(h_{p}) \right)$$

(5)

Where $P$ is the total number of protein structures in our samples, $W_{p}$ is the total number of water molecules in protein $p$, $h_{p}$ is the distance from the surface of the sphere to the closest atom in protein $p$.

2.7 The water radial distribution of B-factor

The water radial distribution of B-factor is the averaged B-factor of water as a function of water-water distance. At any distance from water $w$ ($r_{w}$), the radial distribution function of water B-factor (RDFB) can be calculated as
\[ B(r_w) = \frac{d}{dr_w} \left( \frac{1}{W} \sum_{w} b_w \right) \]

Where \( W \) is the number of water and partial water molecules in the ADV with radial \( (<r_w) \) from water \( w \) (figure 4-1b), \( b_w \) is B-factor of each water in the ADV, \( o_w \) is the occupancy of each water in the ADV. Thus, the averaged RDFB over all sample crystal structures can be expressed as

\[
\langle B(r_{wp}) \rangle = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p} \left( \frac{1}{W_p} \sum_{w=1}^{w_p} B(r_{wp}) \right)
\]  

(6)

Where \( P \) is the total number of protein structures, \( W_p \) is the total number of water molecules in protein \( p \), \( r_{wp} \) is the distance from the UDV to water \( w \) in protein \( p \).

The above calculations are performed with PDBAnalyzer, a JAVA program developed in-house, and using Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as the database engine. The data for each water molecule such as occupancy, B factor, PDB file name, atom number, distance to the closest atom in protein, and the polarity of this atom in protein were input to a database table as one record. Then, SQL scripts were used to extract data for SDF from more than ten thousands records. Similarly, the data for each pair of water molecules with separation less than 10.5 Å were input into a database table as one record, along with both occupancies, B factors, PDB file names, atom numbers and distances to protein surface. The SQL scripts were used to extract data for RDF from over one million records. Hydrogen atoms can rarely be seen due to the presence of a single electron, even in sub-atomic resolution crystal structures of proteins. Therefore, the position of the water molecule was defined by the position of the oxygen atom, and the RDF is the O-O distribution. The water-protein distance is also calculated as the distance from the O to the non hydrogen atom of the protein.
3. Results

One hundred and five protein crystal structures refined with water molecules and diffraction data at resolutions $\leq 1.0$ Å were analyzed (the structures are listed in the Appendix). These structures contain a total of 33376 water molecules, including 9026 partially occupied waters. The variable crystallization conditions such as temperature, ion concentration and pH value, and differences in crystallographic methodology are assumed to have little or no effect on the calculated radial distributions.

3.1 Water-protein radial distribution

The calculated SDF showed two maxima, representing two water shells around proteins, at radial distances of 2.75 Å and 3.65 Å (figure 4-2a). The first maximum of 0.19 atoms/Å$^3$ is twice the average density of bulk water at 267K temperature (160). The second maximum of 0.024 atoms/Å$^3$ is much lower. The SDF (blue) is the sum of the water-polar atom radial distribution (SDFpol, red) and the water-non polar atom radial distribution (SDFnon, green), since the protein surface consists of polar atoms (or charged atoms, mostly oxygen and nitrogen) and non-polar atoms (mostly carbon). SDF overlaps with SDFpol almost perfectly between 2.25~3.25 Å, indicating that the first shell consists of water molecules with hydrogen bonds to the polar (or charged) atoms of the protein. The second maximum between 3.2-4.2 Å has a larger contribution from SDFnon, indicating the importance of van der Waals interactions between water molecules and protein. Thus, the first shell is formed around polar atoms and the second shell is formed around the non-polar atoms of the protein, and the two shells are distinct
The first shell is much denser than the second shell, because polar and charged atoms predominate on the solvent accessible surface of proteins. The water-water interactions for each water molecule were calculated from all samples. More than 98% of water molecules in the second shell, compared to 82% of all waters, have hydrogen bond interactions with at least one additional water molecule (with average 1.7), indicating further stabilization of these waters by formation of networks. According to Petrenko and Whitworth 1999 (161), water molecules interact to form small cage-like structures called clathrate hydrates around methane, ethane, (CH₂)₂O and other hydrophobic molecules. Similar cages around methyl groups are observed in a protein crystal structure (162). Thus, the majority of water molecules in the second shell of SDF form clathrate-hydrate-like structures.

3.2 The Water Radial Distribution Function

The equation (2) used to calculate the actual RDF was developed for calculation of RDF in a system of bulk water where the expected density of water is constant. The observed density of water as a function of water-water distance in proteins is not constant (figure 4-3a. dashed pink) which causes the uncorrected or observed RDF to decrease rather than remaining constant with increasing distance from the protein surface (figure 4-3a. blue). To eliminate this bias, the normalized RDF ($g_{\text{nlzed}}$) (figure 4-3b. red) is used as calculated from equation (4). The normalized RDF is compared to the RDF of bulk water from ALS x-ray scattering and neutron diffraction at 298K (163,164) (figure 4-3b). The normalized RDF in crystal structures fluctuates more sharply than in bulk water, although the positions of the maxima and minima are the same. The amplitude of each maximum or minimum in the normalized RDF is larger than in the RDF of pure bulk water.
water (figure 4-3b) and the peaks are sharper. This suggests that steric hindrance and specific interactions between the protein surface and the water lead to a more ordered water structure in the vicinity of the protein surface. Unlike bulk water where three peaks are seen in the RDF (164), these surface effects extend to a (weak) fourth peak at about 8.5 Å distance (figure 4-3b, table 4-1) and evidence is seen of ordering at 10 Å.

3.3 The affect of individually bound water on the normalized RDF

Individually bound water is a small component of the water observed in protein structures. Some individually bound water molecules are deeply buried inside the protein with no surface accessibility. For example, there is a water molecule deeply embedded in inverting glycosidase (water 513 in PDB entry 1KWF), which is 9.3 Å away from the closest water. Such water molecules can bias the analysis of hydration water because they do not belong to the hydration water network. Methodologically, individually bound water was defined as water with no other water molecules within 3.2 Å (the maximum distance to form a hydrogen bond) in this study. Using this definition, individually bound water formed 18% of our sample. The normalized RDF of “pure” hydration water, after removing the individually bound water molecules, also is sharper than that for bulk water and even more than the normalized RDF (Table 1). Similar results were obtained by changing the water-water distance that defines individually bound water to 3.0 Å or 3.4 Å. However, a discontinuity in the RDF is introduced at the cutoff which is not physically realistic. Therefore, the RDF of “pure” hydration water in the experimental data is sharper than bulk water indicating hydration water is less mobile and more ordered than bulk water.
3.4 The relationship between water density and its B-factor

Atoms in molecular structures move due to thermal vibrations. In crystal structures, the atomic B factor or thermal factor is used to describe this motion, as well as the effects of static disorder (165). The distribution of atomic B factors can be used to study protein flexibility (166), thermal stability (167,168) and protein dynamics (101). The relationship between water density and water thermal factor could shed light on the dynamics of hydration water.

The radial distribution of averaged B factor of water molecules as a function of the water-protein distance (SDFB) is shown in figure. 4-4a. The maxima and minima are the inverse of those in the SDF (figure. 4-4b). Similarly, the radial distribution of averaged B factor of water molecules as a function of the water-water distance (RDFB) show inversed positions of maxima and minima relative to the RDF. In conclusion, water density and its B-factor are negatively correlated, confirming that the water molecules in the shells of high density have relatively low mobility.

4. Discussion

4.1 What is the small maximum in the normalized RDF?

The small maximum in the vicinity of 2.3 Å (figure 4-3a, 4-3b.) has not been reported previously. One possibility is just sodium misassigned as water, because sodium is often abundant in the crystallization solutions and can easily resemble a “water” molecule during the refinement of the crystal structure. Harding(169) analyzed the radial distribution of sodium-water in protein crystal structures and found the peak to be
between 2.3~2.5 Å. However, the small maximum is very sharp within the narrow range of 2.28~2.3 Å, and distinctly different from the maximum due to the assigned sodium-water distribution. The water molecules with separation of 2.28~2.3 Å were checked manually, and none resembled sodium ions with short interactions with several water molecules or polar atoms of protein as described previously (169-171). Therefore, the small maximum is unlikely to be caused by sodium mistakenly assigned as water.

It is not clear if the small maximum near 2.3 arises from any particular water structure, although some water structures such as the RDFs of ice (Ih) (164) produces a maxima at 2.5 Å and H$_3^+$O$_2$ (70) has a OO distance of 2.52Å. On the other hand, 90% of the crystal structures in this sample were refined with SHELX (http://shelx.uni-ac.gwdg.de/SHELX/). SHELX picks the maximum of electron density with a distance cut-off of 2.3 Å by default. In addition, most of the waters in the small maximum were observed to have poorly defined electron density and high B factors. Therefore, the small maximum is possibly caused by the distance cut-off of SHELX, or over-interpretation of the electron density maps. However, the possibility that the small maximum represents protonated water structure cannot be excluded.

4.2 How closely does the hydration water in protein crystals represent water in solvated proteins?

Water and protein structures are affected by many factors such as temperature and ion concentration. Protein crystals are grown from solutions with various buffers, salts and/or organic precipitating agents and additives. Many protein crystals are grown at room temperature and atomic resolution X-ray data recorded at very low temperature (liquid
nitrogen). However, these factors were ignored in the calculations of the normalized RDF in protein crystal structures, which raises several questions as discussed below.

Crystals are often grown in high ionic strength solutions which could affect the RDF. The high ion concentration in the hydration water of protein crystals, based on previous studies (172,173), does not increase the sharpness of RDF maxima. The RDF of 10 M lithium chloride solution has no change relative to the RDF of pure water (173). However, with an 8M NaCl solution the sharpness of the RDF maxima decreased about 30% from that of pure water (172). Salts and buffers tend to reduce the sharpness if they have any affect. The RDF in this study shows an increase in sharpness for RDF maxima (figure 4-3b red), which strongly suggests that the effects of the salts are not causing the difference between hydration water and bulk water.

On possible explanation for the increase in the order in the RDF is the formation of ice. The ice specific maxima (from RDF of ice (Ih) (164)) are not observed in the normalized RDF of water in protein crystals, indicating the hydration water on the protein surface is still liquid-like even at very low temperature. Even though the normalized RDF in protein crystal structures is sharper than in bulk liquid water at 298K or at 275K (174), it is unclear how much the low data collection temperature affects the normalized RDF. To answer this question it would be necessary to obtain atomic resolution protein structures with data collected at room temperature, which is impossible for most protein crystals with current technology.

Due to the difficulties of experimental measurement, the current studies on hydration water on the protein surface highly depend on computational simulations. Many simulations use water models such as TIP3P (76), TIP4P, TIP5P (76) and SPC (78)
derived from bulk water. This study, with experimental atomic resolution data from 105 protein crystal structures, showed a significant difference in the water structure and water potentials between hydration water and bulk water in protein crystals. The results agree with previous studies on a much smaller number of proteins (147). The RDF of liquid water in vycor, a kind of porous glass with a hydrophilic surface similar to proteins, has higher first and second maximum and lower first minimum than that of bulk water at 300K (175). The RDF of water around the myoglobin molecule showed that both the depth of the first minimum and the height of the second maximum are larger than those for pure bulk water at 298K (151). Neutron scattering on dipeptide solutions shows smaller but distinct effects (McLain 2008)(150), as expected due to the smaller size of the solute. The SDFpol and SDFnon in this study are similar to those seen in computer simulations of trypsin, ribonuclease A, hen egg white lysozyme and α-lactalbumin (154).

5. Conclusions

There are two layers of hydration water in protein crystals as evidenced by the two maxima observed in SDF calculated for 105 atomic resolution structures. This study expands on the analysis of three protein structures by neutron and X-ray diffraction (147) by having a much larger and more complete sample that allows for better normalization. Like (Svergun et al 1998) (147) the first significant maximum is sharper than is seen in bulk water, but there is ordered structure at a larger distance and a correlation between RDF and thermal factors. The first maximum at 2.75 Å represents the center of the inner layer of hydration water formed by hydrogen bonds between water and polar atoms of the protein. The second maximum at 3.65 Å represents the outer layer of hydration water.
formed by water-water hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions between water and non-polar atoms of the protein. The structure of water in the outer layer resembles that of a clathrate-hydrate. The RDF displays the characteristics of liquid water rather than solid ice. The first and second maxima of the RDF are at 2.75 and 4.5 Å, respectively, the same distances as those of bulk water. However, the maxima/minima of the RDF of hydration water are higher/lower than those of bulk water, indicating that hydration water is denser and narrowly defined, likely due to stronger interactions induced by the protein. The observed experimental differences between hydration water and bulk water will serve as a solid foundation for theoretical calculations to analyze the apparent chemical potential (or zeta-potential) of water near protein surfaces.
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105 protein crystal structures:

1a6m,1aho,1b0y,1bfr,1bxo,1c75,1ceq,1ea7,1eb6,1etl,1etm,1etn,1f94,1f9y,1g66,1gkm,1gwe,1hje,1i1w,1ic6,1iee,1ir0,1iua,1k2a,1k4p,1k6u,1kwf,1m40,1mc2,1mnz,1mxt,1n1p,1n4u,1n4v,1n4w,1n55,1n9b,1ob4,1ob7,1ok0,1ot6,1ot9,1p9g,1pq5,1pq7,1rpm,1rtq,1s5n,1ssx,1sy3,1t8,1ucs,1unq,1us0,1v0l,1vb0,1vyr,1w0n,1x8p,2fdn,4lzt,7a3h,8rxn,1byi,1c7k,1cex,1exr,1g4i,1g6x,1gci,1gqv,1hj8,1hj9,1iqz,1j0p,1jfb,1k4i,1k5c,1kcc,1kth,1l9l,1lug,1m1q,1mj5,1muw,1nls,1nzw,1od3,1pjx,1pq7,1q6z,1r6j,1rb9,1s5m,1sy2,1tqg,1ufy,1ug6,1vl9,1x8q,2bf9,2erl,2pvb,3lzt,3yp,8a3h
Figure 4-1 the image of water distribution on protein surface.

Figure 4-1a. The ideal model of water distributed around a protein molecule.

Figure 4-1b. Representation of terms. The RDF is the density of water as a function of distance from a particular water molecule $w$. The actual density of water in the orange shell (UDV) is the number of waters ($w_1$, $w_2$ and $w_3$ represent three of the water molecules) divided by the volume of the UDV. The small cells ($e_1$, $e_2$, $e_3$ etc) are expected to have different water density because they have different distances from the protein surface. The observed density of water in the UDV is the average of the expected density of each small cell.

Figure 4-1c. The first maximum of an RDF. The sharpness of a maximum of an RDF is defined as $HD/HW$, where $HD=H-D$, $HW$ (dashed line) is the width of the peak at height $W$ and $W= HD/2 + D$. 

![Water radial distribution function](image)
Figure 4-2 surface distribution of water.

Figure 4-2a. The SDF (blue), water-polar atom radial distribution function (SDFpol, red), and water-non polar atom radial distribution function (SDFnon, green). The number of waters is averaged over 105 crystal structures. The plots are calculated from equation (1). The inset shows the enlarged second shell.

Figure 4-2b. The model of the first and second water shells on the protein surface. Red and blue beads indicate the polar (or charged) and non-polar atoms on protein surface, respectively. The red and blue arcs represent the first and second shell, respectively. The two shells do not overlap.
the actual WRDF and the average WRDF

Water radial distribution function

Water radial distribution function
Figure 4-3 Water Radial Distribution.

Figure 4-3a. The raw RDF (blue) from equation (2) and the water density distribution for normalization (pink) from equation (3) among 105 crystal structures.

Figure 4-3b. The normalized RDF (red) of water in crystal structures and the RDF of pure bulk water at 298K (green dashed line) (164).
Figure 4-4 water distribution and water B factor distribution.

Figure 4-4a. The normalized RDF (red line) and RDFB (dotted blue line) calculated from equation (5).

Figure 4-4b. The SDF (red line) and SDFB (dotted blue line) calculated from equation (6).
Table 4-1 Comparison of Maxima and Minima in RDF calculated for protein structures and pure bulk water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Proteins¹</th>
<th>Hydration Water in Proteins²</th>
<th>Pure bulk water³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>Sharpness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First maximum</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First minimum</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second maximum</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second minimum</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third maximum</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth maximum</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The position (Å), height (relative density) and the sharpness of each maximum or minimum are noted.

(1) The normalized RDF from figure 4-3b (red line)
(2) The normalized RDF of “pure” hydration water
(3) The RDF of pure bulk water at 298K(164) from figure 4-3b (dashed green line)
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